UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549-4561

March 12,2010

Peter 1. Sherr, Jr.
Secretary
Office of the Secretary
Ford Motor Company
One American Road
Room 1134 WHQ

Dearborn, MI 48126
Re: Ford Motor Company
Incoming letter dated January 11,2010

Dear Mr. Sherry:

This is in response to your letters dated January 11,2010 and February 3, 2010
concerning the shareholder proposal submitted to Ford by Fredrick P. Wilson. We also
have received letters from the proponent dated January 27, 2010 and February 10,2010.
Our response is attached to the enclosed photocopy of
your correspondence. By doing
this, we avoid having to recite or sumarize the facts set forth in the correspondence.
Copies of all of the correspondence also wil be provided to the proponent.
In connection with this matter, your attention is directed to the enclosure, which
sets forth a brief discussion of the Division's informal procedures regarding shareholder
proposals.
Sincerely,

Heather L. Maples
Senior Special Counsel
Enclosures
cc: Fredrick P. Wilson
*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

March 12,2010

Response of the Offce of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance
Re: Ford Motor Company

Incoming letter dated January 11,2010

The proposal directs Ford not to fud or undertake any energy savings projects
that are solely concerned with CO2 reduction.

We are unable to concur in your view that Ford may exclude the proposal under
rule 14a-8(i)(3). Based on the arguments presented, we are
unable to conclude that the
proposal is so inherently vague or indefinite that neither the shareholders voting on the
proposal, nor the company in implementing the proposal, would be able to determine
with any reasonable certainty what actions or measures the proposal requires.
Accordingly, we do
not believe that Ford may omit the proposal from its proxy materials
in reliance on rule 14a-8(i)(3).

Sincerely,

Julie F. Rizzo
Attorney-Adviser

... DIVISION OF CORPORATION FINANCE
INFORM PROCEDURES REGARDING SHAHOLDER PROPOSALS

The Division of
Corporation Finance believes that tts responsibility with respect to
matters arising under Rule 14a-8 (17 CFR 240.14a-8J, as with other matters under the proxy
Illes,. is to aid those who must comply with the rule by offering informal advice and suggestions
and to detenIine, initially, whether or not it may be appropriate in a paricular matter to
reçmi~nd enforcement action to the Commission~ In connection with a shareholder proposal
under Rule 14a-8, the Division's staff considers the information fuished to it by the Company
in support of its intention to exclude the proposals from the Company's proxy materials;

as any infonnationtuished by the proponent or the proponent's representative.

as well

. '.' AlthoughRule 14a-8(k) does not require any

communications
fromalleged
shareholders
to the
. Commission's staff, the staffwiU always consider information
concerning
violations
of
. .. the statutes administered by the Commission, including argument as to whether or not activities
proposed to be taen would be viola.tive of the statute or
of

involved.
The receipt
by .the staff
such i~ormation, however, should not be construed asrule
changing
the.staffs
informal

procedures and proxywview into

a formal or adversar procedure.

It is importt to note that the staff s and Commission's no-action responses to
Rule 14a-8(j) submissions refle.ct only informal views. The determinations reached in these no
. action letters do not aidcannot adjudicate

the merits of a company's positlonwith respect to the
whether
a company is obligated
to include shareholder proposals in its proxy materials. Accordingly
a discretionar
proposaL. Only a court such as a U.S. District Court can decide

determination not to recommend Qr take Commissionenforcemènt action, does not.preclude a
proponent, or any shareholder

of a company, from pursuing any rights he or she may have against

the company in court, should the management omit the

materiaL.

proposal from the company's proxy

Februar 10, 2010
V'll

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

Securities and Exchange Commission
Division of Corporation Finance
Offce of the Chief Counsel
100 F. Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20549

RE: Rebuttal of Ford Request for Omission of Shareholder Proposal Submitted by
Mr. Fredrick P. Wilson Dated February 3, 2010
Ladies and Gentlemen:

This letter is in rebuttal to Ford Motor Corporations (Ford) letter dated Februar

03,2010 (cc att as att A) to the SEC requesting that the proposal I have submitted to them
be omitted from its 2010 Proxy material and iterating that they stand by their statements
in their letter dated Januar 1 i, 2010. This leter also urges the SEC to notify Ford to

include my proposal in its 2010 Proxy material if Ford is not going to adopt it.
Alternatively, of course, Ford could initiate acting in its own best

interests and the

best interests of its shareholders, and adopt and implement my proposal.

The Proposa is excludable ender Rule 14a-8(i)(3) because it is contrar to Rule
14a-9, which prohibits materially false or misleading statements in proxy materials.
Once again, to believe that there is anything false or misleading in my statement
is a blatantly libelous statement. A wrtten apology by Ford is an acceptable alternative to
legal action.

The recent snowstorms that Washington DC has been blanketed with should raise
some eyebrows at the SEC. The snowfall this winter and this month in Washington DC
have broken the all time records. Records that have stood for decades. A couple of severe
winter storms do not prove Global Cooling and are not climate change, but, if one
actally checks out the weather reports, globally, for the last 1 1 years, one will find that
around the globe, winters have, at one place or another, durng one winter or another, se
new records for cold and snow, shattering records set durng the last temperatue

downtown in the 50's, 60's, and 70's, and even century old records.
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The summers have been getting shorter and cooler around the globe. No new
records for hot weather have been recorded. When the weather for over a decade
indicates what is stated, which it does, that should certainly bolster the case that there is
no Global Warming and that the Climate Change that is actally occurring is Global
Cooling.
The point that Ford keeps missing is that they, since they were makng business

decisions as early at 2003, regarding their actions and resources and money spent
regarding combating "carbon", could have actally studied climate change, as I did, to
arve at the documented fact that there is no reason to combat "carbon". A real business

knows what it is doing before is spends money, commits resources, as Ford should but
does not. Real business leaders, Board Members and Executives, don't jump to
conclusions before they have analyzed the facts.
A classis liberal education demands that a subject be studied, analyzed, from all
aspects, that all the information for all the different arguments pro, con, and otherwse,
need to be considered before a decision is made. I did this staring in 2005 regarding what
were the best alternatives for energy independence. I didn't know anything about the
subject of
Climate Change, and I wasn't about to make any recommendation out of
ignorance, which is what Ford did for many years.
If Fords management and directors are unkowledgeable, and are unwillng to
become knowledgeable of a subject, and mae bad business decisions based on their lack
of knowledge, then what is a shaeholder that cares about the futue prosperty of Ford
supposed to do? I vote for and against Directors, I lobby for proposals. I do everyhing I
can within reason, to convince Ford that it should follow good business practices, based
on knowledge, rather than blindly invest its limited resources in fallacious propositions.

Per my proposal, for example, Ford might want to put up a windmill farm to
generate electricity on one of its properties. The normal business practice would be to
analyze the Retu on Investment of the windmil far. What is the initial investment?
How much does the wind blow? How much electricity wil the field develop? What will
we do when the wind is blowing? What will we do when the wind is not blowing? How
wil that affect the investment? How long will it be before the electricity generated saves
enough money that would otherwse be sent to Consumers Power or whomever to recoup,
pay for, the initial investment, including opportnity costs. Ford has to have some kind of
time period guidelines that it makes investment decisions within, positively or negatively.
For example, wil the payback be in 2 and 'l years, or 5 years, or whatever?
In a windmil far example, the knowledge that no windmil far in the world

makes more tha about 300,1 of its rated capacity would be knowledge Ford would need

to make such a decision. That Norway and Denmark have put a moratorium on any more
windmil fars, both because the varability is destroying their power grd, and their
elecricity costs are skyocketing due to using this ineffective, ineffcient, uneconomical

far system. The normal ROlon a windmil far is about 25 years, which is
within the time the windmils wil wea out and will need to be replaced. This would be a
windmil
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total loser in the real world. In the make believe world of the climate alarmists, the
reduction in "carbon", or C02, by not using some other "polluting" source, would have
an intangible benefit that makes investing in windmils work. Hence the folly of CAP &

TAX or CAP & TRE.
In those pars of the world where there is a CAP & TAX policy law in place, Ford
should include, until the law is repealed, those real dollar returns in its ROI analysis, but
no one at Ford should put any more value on the "caron" reduction than what the hard

cold dollars state.

In those pars of the world where there is no CAP & TAX Ponzi scheme enacted,
then Ford should apply no hard cold dollar amount to the ROI calculation for the
windmil far concerning "cabon" reduction. It must be a ZERO in the calculation. This
is what my proposal asks Ford to do. Nothing more, nothing less.

Make smar business decisions based on knowledge. I know that is a novel
concept, but Ford should try it. They might actally like it.
It asks Ford to live up to its own business practices, with the knowledge to make
good decisions rather than fallacious and foolhardy ones. Reminding Ford of its
obligations to its stockholders to try to run the company well, rather than poorly, with the
knowledge to run it well, is a stockholders responsibilty, especially when FORD sticks
its head in the sand so far you can't find its bellybutton
anymore.

My first rebutt, (letter dated Januar 27), iterated over a dozen examples where
Ford has frvolously, with no regard for stockholder value or treasure, spent money, time,
and resources, out of a total lack of knowledge, chasing this chimera and kowtowing to
the alarmists. Real dollars. Money that could have been re-invested. Money that could
have paid loans back. That is unconscionable, and must be a concern to all

stockholders.

My proposa does not intrde upon Fords decision makng in an inappropriate
maner, it only says with this knowledge, use this knowledge to make good business
decisions using your own ROI rules, whatever those rules may be may be.
Fords refusal to lear enough about any subject, whether it be Islam or this, to

make good, responsible, business decisions, is a great exaple of why proposals such as
this should be placed into the hands of
the shareholders by.including them in the proxie.
Their quick response after my first rebuttal must mean that they are some of the fastest
speed readers on the planet. To have absorbed all of
the knowledge I provided and totally
discard it in a couple of days is a tremendous mental feat.
Attched (att b) is an aricle from National Review regarding the two Canadians
who investigated the Man "hockey stick" for the scam that it is. The alarsts used their

norm tactic, discredit the messenger rather than discuss, scientifcally, the validity, or
not, of their findings. The arcle also mentions that it is now possible that a majority of
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the folks now believe the truth, that there is no global warng and the CO2 does not

cause climate change.

I hope the employees of the SEC are preparng themselves for many more winters
such as this one in the coming yeas. Living here in Michigan, as I do, it is just a normal
more winters,
par of
the anual cycle, unpleasant, but easily manageable. In a couple of
Washington DC wil be ready for as much snow as you have
hopefully the city fathers of
received this winter, and it will only be an unpleasant inconvenience, not a show stopper,
for the employees of

the SEC.

Once again, I urge you to notify Ford that they should include my proposal in the
they do not choose to adopt

2010 Proxy statement for the anual stockholder meeting if

it, and I urge the SEC to fine Ford the fullest amount that the law allows if

they do omit

my proposal.

Regards, .

~~ Ç?~
reck P. Wilson

cc: Peter 1. Sherr, Jr. - Ford - Ofce of

the Secretary

Att
A) Ford letter dated Februar 3,2010 requesting that the stockholder proposal be
omitted.
B) "Two Inconvenient Candians" - by Jay Nordlinger in National Review

ATT. A

~lOffce of the Secretary

Americn Road
Room 1134 WHQ
Dearborn. Michigan 48126
One

Peter J. Sherr. Jr. .

Secta ry
313/23-2130
313/248713 (Fax)
psherr~ford.CQrn

February:3. 2010
Securities and Exchange Commission
Division of Corporation Finance

Offce of the Chief Counsel
100 F Street, N.E.
Washigton, D.C. 20549
Re: Omission ofSbareholder Proposal Submitted by Mr. Fredrick P. Wilson

Ladies and Gentlemen:
Mr. Fredrick P. Wilson

Reference is made to the letter dated ,January 27.2010, of

(the "Proponent") in response to the No-Action Request of Ford Motor Company ("Ford" or
the "Company") dated January 11,2010, regarding the Proponentsshareholder proposal

requesting that Ford "not fund or undertake any energy savings projects that are solely
concerned with C02 reduction, but that each project must meet Corporate Return On
Investment guidelines and any C02 reduction would solely be a by-product or
any energy
cost reductions" (the "Proposal").

We do not wish to take more of the Staffs time by restating our arguments for

omission contaied in our January 11, 2010 submission. We do not believe that the
Proponent has presented any persuasive arguments that would lead the Staff to deny our
No-Açtion Request on the basis that the Proposal is so vague and ambiguous as to be false
and misleading under the Rule 14a-8(i) (3) and Rule 14a-9
If you have any questions, require further information, or wish to discuss thi

matter, please call Jerome Zaremba (;313-:337-3913) of my offce or me (313-32;~-2130).

v¡¡our ,
Peter J. Li~r
cc: Mr. Fredrick Wilson (via Federal Express)

One American Road
Room 1134 WHQ
Dearborn, Mìchigan48126

Office 0 f the Seçreiary
Peter J. Sherry, Jr.
Secreta ry

313/323-2130
3131248"8713 (Fax)
psherryl§furd.com

February 3, 2010
SecuÓt.es and

Exchimge CCHumission

Division of Corporation Finance
Offce of the Chief CotmsEll

100 F Street, N.K
.Washington, D.C. 20549
Re: Omission ofShnrcholder Proiiosal Submitted by Mr. Frcd.'ick P..\VUsmi
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Mr.

Reference is made to the lettet dated "January 27,2010, of

Fredrìck P. Wilson

(the "Proponent") in response. to the No-Action ReqtmstofFord MUtor Company ("Ford" or
the "Company") dated ,Jatlu;(l'Yll, 2010, rcgardingthcPi'oporterit'sshareholcter propos~ù
requèsting that Ford "not fund or undertake any energy sav"Ìngs projects that are solely
conceritcd with CO2 reduction, but that each projeèt must meet CÖrp()ratêRetmn on

Investment guidelines and any COzl'ûduction would solélybe a by-product of any energy
cost reductions" (the "Proposal").

We do not wish to take more of the Stall's time by restating our arguments for

omission contained in our January 11, 2010 submissioii. We do not believe that the
Proponent

has presented .any persuasive 3l:gumciits that would lead the Staffto cliny our

No-Action

Request on thebasistha.t the Proposal is so vague and ambiguous as to be f~1l$e

-and. inisleading under theR-ule 14a-8(i) (i3) and Rule 141:-9
If you have any questio.us, require further infotimi.tion, (II" wish to discuss this
matter, pleaseçall Jerome Zaremba (;Jli3-;337"391::) of my offiee or ine(Qli3-;32~1-21;)O).
Vei"V truly VOUI~' ,

./tI-.iL. "(,

U,-v! l.

Peter ,1, Sherr. , ,Jr.
cc: Mr. Fredrick \Vilson (via Federal Express)

..
'"

\.....

, t-.'':'

-/~..,.,::;..

"', '

Janar 27,2010

Fredck P. Wilson

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

Securities and Exchange Commission
Division of Corporation Finance
Offce of

the Chief

Counel

100 F. Stree N.E.

Washington, D.C. 20549

RE: Rebutt or Ford Request for Omission of Shareholder Proposal Submitted by
Mr. Fredrick P. Wilson
Ladies and Gentlemen:

This leter is in rebutt to Ford Motor Corprations (Ford) letter dated January
11,2010 (cc att as att A) to the SEC requesting that the proposal I have submitted to them
be omitted from its 2010 Proxy materiaL. This leter also urges the SEC to noti Ford to
include my proposal in its 2010 Proxy material if Ford is not going to adopt it.
Alterntively, of course, Ford could ac in its own best interests and the best
interests of its shareholders, and adopt and implement my proposa.
In its letter, Ford states that:

The Proposa is excludable ender Rule 14a-8(i)(3) because it is contrar to Rule
14a-9, which prohibits materially false or misleading statements in proxy materials.
Ford then continues on for 3 pages, during which there is not a single statement
by Ford regarding a single item in the Proposal which is argued to be materally false or
misleading.
The entire argument ofFord circularly surrounds the interretaion of
the
Therefore statement in the proposal: "Therefore: Ford should not fund or undertake any

energy savings projecs that are solely concerned with C02 reduction, but that each

project must meet Corporate Retrn on Investment guidelines and any C02 reduction
would solely be a by-product of

any energy cost reductions."

I am arguing that Ford should live up to its own corporate gudelines, shorn of any

ilusions about climate change or C02 having anything to do with it. Tht is not
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misleaing or materially false. I caot respond to imaginative and fictitious arguments

and an unending sequence of inane what ifs.

Ford argues that the terms are not closely defined, and can be inerpreted in
Ford, and the SEC, would expand their stockholder Proposal word
diferent ways. If
limits, to, say, 10,000 words or so, I would be more than happy to define such a simple
statement with every single word in it in its every possible context.
Ford trly does go to excruciating lengths and flights of fancy to drea up
these scenaos
can be supported by any rational interpretation of the Therefor statement.
incredible scenaros that might be engendered by this proposal. None of

Following are eleven (1 i) Stockholder Proposas which all advocate reuction of
C02, or "carbon," emissions to stave off a global disaster which Ford and the SEC have
sen fit to include in the anual Proxy material over the several yeas - they are listed as
they are included as attachments:
B)
C)

E)
G)

H)
1)

2008 Proxy Statement - Supplemental Inormation on Climate Change
10 - Global Waring Report
2008 Proxy Statement - Proposa
4 - Reduce Grnhouse Ga (GHG) Emissions
2007 Proxy Staement - Proposa
2006 Proxy Statement - Proposal 6 - 2006 Shareholder Proposal Linkng Ford
Motor Company Executive Compensation and Pedormance on
Greenhouse Gas Reductions
4 - Report on Lobbying Related to Federal Fuel
2006 Proxy Statement - Proposa
Economy Standards
2005 Proxy Statement - Proposa 6 - 2005 Shareholder Proposa Linkng Ford
Motor Company Executive Compensation and Pedormance on
Greenhouse Gas Reductions

1)

2005 Proxy Statement - Supplemental Shareholder Resolution on Climate

K)

2005 Proxy Statement - Proposal

Change

4 - Report on Lobbying Efforts and

Expenditues Related to Federal Fuel Economy Stadard

L)
M)

2004 Proxy Statement - proposal 7 - Reducing Auto Sector Greenhouse Gas
Emissions
2003 Proxy Statement - Supplement Inormation - Shareholder Resolution on
Climate Change
In eah of

the above documents the Ford response as listed for the 2007 Proxy

Statement - Proposal 4 is typical of

Fords statements on each of

the proposas.

"Ford recgnes the compellng data regarding climate change and the risk that it poses
to our environment and our economies. Ford also recgnes that we must participate in a

solution to these isses and we have invested signficat money and resources into the
reseach and development of

innovative vehicle technologies."
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Note the words:" compellng data regarding climate change and the risk that
it poses to our environment and our economies."
Following are two additional Stockholder Proposals which requested Ford to
report on certain information, as they are listed and included in the attachments.
D) 2007 Proxy Statement - Proposa 7 - RESOLUTION FOR A SCIENTIFIC

REPORT ON GLOBAL WARG/COOLING
F) 2006 Proxy Staement - Proposa 8 - RESOLUTON FOR A SCIENTIFC
REPORT ON GLOBAL WARG/COOLING
In each of

the proposas, the stockholder reqesed Ford, in effect, to show the

"compellng data". In both cases, Ford said that it was not in the business to do so.

the
its limited time, energy, and resources, which all equate to stockholder equity, and never
share with its shareholders what that "compellng data" is that mandates that Ford go to
great lengths to reduce its GHG "footprnt"
So Ford can believe in "compellng data", and spend who knows how much of

In emphasis from the Ford Response: "...we must participate in a solution to
these issues

and we have invested significant money and resources "

From the same 2007 Proposal 4:
"We worked with the Sisters of St. Dominic of Caldwell, New Jersy, additional

the Intedaith Center on Corporate Responsibilty, and others, to produce
"Th Ford Report on the Business Impact o/Climate Chage, "which addresses a broad
range of environmental issues important to us, including greenhouse gas emissions. Ford
was the first company in our industry to publish a report on the business impac of
members of

climate change.

"Ford was the fist automaker to estimate its tota GHG "footprint" for Company
operations. We wil update our estimate in the 2007 Sustainability Report.

"We were the fist automaker to paricipate in carbon traing markets in North Amerca
and the U.K. (this is otherwse known in the USA as "Cap & Trade", which has passed
the US House, but not the US Senate as of this date - FPW)

"We were also the fist to offset manufactug emissions and offer customers an
innovative way to offset emissions from use of their vehicles as described below.
"To plan and implement our strategic approach, we have established sustainabilty related
governance systems which include a strong focus on fuel economy and C02
improvements. The stategic direction is provided by a senior executive foru including
Vice President and executive stakeholders who guide the development of the vision,
policy and business goals. A related executive planning team is responsible for
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developing detailed and specific policy, product and techncal analyses to meet
objectives. These teas base their plans on scientifc data and promote actions that will
achieve the Company's envionmenta ambitions, recgning the nee to use a holistic

approach to effectively protect the environment. Metrics have been established and are
reviewed regularly to ensure satisfactory progress.

Directors is
the Board of
responsible for reviewing the Company's climate change strategy and actions."
"The Envionmental and Public Policy Committee of

In other words, Ford has gone to grea lengths, has assigned key exectives and
Direcors to manage and oversea a plethora of

activities, all of

which have cost Ford, thus

the shareholders, untold amounts of our limited treare, to chase the chimera of man-

made climate change.

Ford is deeply leveraged. I applaud Ford that it has done this through the private
equity markets rather than by pilaging "mainstreets" pockets as the T AR money has
done, which other corprations have either begged for or had it shoved down their
throats. However, no matter how well Ford has done in these trying times, it is stil very
deeply in debt and its long term suval is stil open to quesion. The las thing the

shareholders should condone, and the last thing the Directors should approve of, is Ford
frvolously spending any more money chasing this chimera.

Obviously, Ford must comply with all Federa, State, and local laws and
regulations. That needs to go without stating, for no one should ever argue that Ford
should not comply with the letter, while debating the intent, of any law. I certy do not
so argue, either now or in my Proposal. Ifthere is a Cap & Trade Law in Europe &
Canada, as their appeas to be, however fatally flawed it may be, it is in Fords bes
interests to play that sily game to its advantage, as it appears to be doing. I would
challenge the SEC and Ford to put the precing statement into ironclad legal prose
without exceeding the 500 word limit, obviously leaving no room for anything else.
Should I have submitted a Therefor that requesed Ford to report on all the money

it is wasting tryng to appease some well meaning but totally incorrec shareholders?
Should I have submitted a Therefor that reques Ford to report on every projec that

that money to reduce its GHG
that I ask Ford to
adhere to good business practices, its own ROI rues. Nothing could be plainer, simpler,
and easier to understand.
involved energy savings and how

it hadn't wasted any of

"caron" footprint (except as legally required)? No. It is far better

My Stockholder Proposal and its therefor statement is simple, straight forward,
and has no materally false or misleading statements in it.

2008 Proxy Statement - Proposal 10, states as its Therefor, or Resolved
statement:
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Directors prepare by October
2008, at reasonable expense and omitting proprietar information, a Global Warming
"Resolved: The shareholders request that the Board of

Report. The report may describe and discss how action taken to date by Ford to reduce
its impact on global climate change has affeced global climate in ters of any changes in
mea global temperate and any undesirable climatic and weaher-related events and

disasters avoided."

This Reslved secion doe ask for a simple report but the substace behind the
requested report is massive. How Ford and the SEC ever allowed that into print is beyond
me. The massive amount of actions that are requies that Ford should report on are try

stagering. I'm tickled that these folk thought that Ford, all by itself, could save the
world. I'm puzled that Ford would ever allow such drbble to be included in its Proxy
Statement.

At the 2008 Anual meeting, I spoke against adopting this Proposa as I had
spoken against a similar proposal in 2007.
Following is my sttement:

"The recnt episode of global waring peaed in '98. Since then, the average
global temperature has wandered downwards throughout the next ten yeas, and 2008 is

projeced to be another coler yea. The recrd global snowfall and cold temperatues

recrded last witer negated almost two decdes of global waring. If man-made CO2 is
TH casaive factor, how is it possible for the global temperatre to decline when the
amount of man made C02 being pumped into the atmosphere has been increasing each
and every year?

"Over $50 billon has been spent to document man-made global waring. The
latest lPCC report said that the temperature might rise about ~ (0.50 C) of a degree this

centu, abut the sae as last centu, an that sea levels might rise about 1 foot this
century, about the same as last century. Whch is no real problem.
"A char of
C02 and temperatures over the last 250,000 yeas, an AI Gore
favorite, when properly examined, shows that the temperature goes up or down and 800

to 1000 yeas later, C02 goes up or down. C02 is a trailing indicator, and not an effect on

the temperare

"The science is not settled, it has never been setled. There is no "consensus" of
scientists, there has never been a "consensus". At OISM.ORG is a list of over 3 i, 000
scientists who say global climate change is a natural, not man-made, effect.
"Accrding to Reid Bryson, founding chairan of

the University of

Wisconsin

Gegraphers as the most
frequently cited climatologist in the world: "Eighty percent ofthe heat radiated back from
the sUDace is absorbed in the fist 30 feet by water vapor ... And how much is absorbed
Deparment of

Meteorology, called by the British Institute of
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by cabon dioxide? Eight hundredths of one percent. It is one one-thousath as
importt as water vapor."

"Water Vapor is the Shainin Red X, the Six-Sigma solution: so everyone ca go

take a shower or water their garden, and afect man-made global warming more than
doubling the C02 in the atmosphere would do."

Afer I was through Chaian Bil Ford spoke. In effec, he staed that there had
been discussions within the Board regarding whether Climate change was natural or man
made. He sted that my arguments supplemented that discussion and that it certnly
appeared that climate change was entirely normal. He went on to say that Ford stil
neeed to build products that saisfied its customers, including the large numbers that stil

believed that C02 caused Climate Change (which used to be caled Global WarngFPW)
So now, afer printing 13 proxy stements or supplementa proposals over the last
7 yeas (none were submitted in 2009, surprisingly) that kowtowed to the global

Waring Alarist folks, Ford gets one simple proposal that speas the trth about
Climate Change, and it argues furiously to not include it. Why would the truth,
paraphrasing Winston Churchill, ever be allowed to get out of bed after lies have traveled
around the world three times in one mornng?

Following are some basic facts, which the attched CD Book and aricles (att 0, P, and
Q) substatiate:

F ACT: Afer NASA found that its formula for calculating global climate temperature was
wrong, its reclculations proved that 1934 is the warmest yea in the last 130 yeas. 1998
may be a close 2nd, but the temperature dropped and stayed down during the 1950s, 60a,
and 70s, went up for about 19 years, and now has been declining again for 1 1 + straight

yeas.
FACT: Atmospheric cOi has been steaily increaing, even durng the cool times of

the

50s thrugh the 70s, and now again while the temperature is declining in the new century.
As Lord Nigel Lawson, a dissenting Climatologist and author of An Appeal to Reaon

stted on FOXNWS recntly, "ther has been no global warng this century".
FACT: Sinc C02 is increasing while the global temperature is dropping, in the simplistic
world of

the alarists, C02 must cause global cooling (which is why it is now called

Climate Change)
FACT: C02 is a traiing indicator of

the climate temperatue. As the 600,000 year history

in the ice cores show, the global temperature goes up, and 1,000 yeas later, CO2 goes up.
The temperatue goes down and 1,000 years later C02 goes down. The global
temperature cases C02 to change, not the other way around.
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FACT: The alarst climate change models ca't even accurately predict the weather a
ago, much less tomorrow. The alarst Climate Change models all predicted and stil
them, even MIT, missed
day

predict unending global warg for the forever futue. All of

staight yeas of global cooling. All of them are predcting global warng
the su interacting with other facors
such as low cloud formation, are the causative factor in climate change predicted the

the last i 1

stil. The scientists tha believe that the cycles of

global cooling tha we are experiencing, and are predicting another 70 or 80 yeas of
global cooling. We may enter a new little ice age before we ever se any more global

the sun and other interactions are where our
these scientists. The cycles of
scientifc reseach dollars need to go so we can understand what really does case climate

warng, per

change.

FACT: The recnt Copenhagen Climate Change Alarist fest stated that 2009 was one of
the 5 warmest yeas ever. If you are going to tell a lie, tell a big one, tell it often, and tell

it louder, and maybe folk will believe you. Nothig happens in a stght line, especally
regarding the climate, but 2009 was another cooler year. One would think the blizzard

when he left the conference, and the blizzd he flew
into in Washington DC might have given the paricipants, including President Obama,
some pause, especially to reflec on the ugly truths the East Anglia E-mails uncovered.

that President Obama flew out of

ACT: The "hacked" E-mails from east Anglia, as noted ìn the aricle "Ignoring
Climategate", state that the alarists are trying to hide "the decline" in global

temperatures from everyone. Another E-mail alludes to 13 straight years of global
cooling (I have not yet seen that data, so I will leave that in the rumor state, although it is
an alarist E-mail that lamentedly so sttes that).

FACT: There is ZERO truh in Vice-President Gores Book and Movie, "The
Inconvenient Truh", which should have been titled "A convenient Lie." See the
documentation in att Q for elaboration on this statement.
FACT: The "hacked)' E-mails, as well as the athed data and bibliography, state that the

alarmists obscure, obfuscate, bully, deny, misdirect, falsify, hide, tr to demean, any
person or data that disagrees with them.
FACT: The Mann "Hockey Stick" graph was gospel for over 5 yeas to the alarists, and

is stil defended by them. It denied the medieval warng period, which was up to two
degree warer than anythig we have seen, it dened the "Little Ice Age", which
bottomed out around i 700 at temperatures over 3 degrees cooler tha we are now, just to
show unending upward warg over the last 50 yeas, which is also an untruth. As I
ste in att P, which is included in at Q, scientists have input their grandmas cokie

recipe into the Man formula, and achieved the same hockey stick output.

FACT: The Man Hockey Stick was not peer reviewed until over 5 yeas afer it was
publicized and adopted as gospel. It was reviewed then without the cooperation of

Mann

who is stil active in NASA, Ea Anglia, and Penn State today, spreading misdirection,
misleading information, untruths, and scheming how to hide the truth.
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FACT: Since the alarsts live and bree off of

untruhs, misdirecions, omissions,

hidden documentation and data and are totally unwillng to allow their material and data
to be peer reviewed or discussed and debated in the public marketplac of ideas, as all
real science should be, then why would anyone ever listen to or believe anything the
alarmists ever say, even if they are nice Nuns?
FACT: C02 is not the cause of climate change, either up or down. I agee with the
alarists; the science is settled. Its just that the science is settled that C02, man made or
otherwise, does not cause climate change.

I std behind everyhing herein stated, and I am willng to openly discuss or
debate the documentation included with anyone. The alarmsts and Vice President Gore
say they won't debate anyone becase the "deniers", such as myself. are peddling lies and

fake science, just like the tobacco companies did. Actally, it is Vice-President Gore and
the alarst that are peddling mistruths, misdirecion, omissions, and false science, ie

the tobacco companies. As a 35 year manager, engineer, and
are playing the part of
engineering manager with GM and DELPID, I knew and worked with many scientists, I
understand science and scientists very well. As you may have noted on att P, I am the
Republican Candidate for Congress for the 5th Michigan Congressional Distrct. I use att
P in my presentations to folks in the 5th Distct that Climate Change is entirely natual,
and I did not believe it was worth changing for this conversation. I ca work with and
understand scientists as well as politicians. VP AI Gore can't say or do that.
they

I know that Climate change is an emotional and political argument, not a
scientific argument. It is a manufactured crisis. Even if Global Warmng was real, the

only rational acion is to adapt to it. Since the globe during Roman times, and also during
Medieval Times, appears to have been over 2 degrees warmer than anything we have
seen, and they adapted and survived, even thrved durng those times, why should we be
less capable?

18,000 yeas ago the last rea ice age stared to end. It finally ended around 10,000

the ice age hadn't ended one could argue that civiliztion would never have
developed. Betwee 18,000 and 10,000 yeas ago, never in a straight line, with lots of
cooling and warmng, the globe wared about 10 degrees and the ses rose about 500

years ago. If

feet. Cavemen thrved. Humanty adapted. Try sticking your finger into that dyke and

stop the ses from rising due to global warng! The temperature has been quite stable
over a naow band for the last 10,000 yeas. Ice ages have been occurrng over the last
several milion years. It appears that they last for 80 to 100,000 years, with interglacial
periods offrom 10,000 to 20,000 yeas. We should hope, and pray, howsoever you
desire, that this interglacial period is not over, and that we are not entering a new real ice
age. Scientists believe that the cycles of the sun brought us out of the last one. The cycles
of the sun could put us into a new one. I don't think Ford should ever tr to stop a mile

high glacier from bulldozing Deaborn anymore than it should try to do anything to
affec Climate Change due to "cabon" emissions!
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As the atached docuentaion, including the bibliography, documents, states, and

cogently argues, there is ZERO impact that C02 has on the climate, What works,
apparently, in the lab, doesn't work that way in our biosphere. The alarists let their

emotional preconceptions guide their science into staing what they want it to stae, and
will do many things to hide that trh, Rea scientists let the data, let the science do the
talng, and if the science does not support their ideas, then they change their beliefs to

match the science. Why do we let the alarsts get away with their untrhs and their

fatally flawed, even invented science?
As an interesting item regarding real environmenta improvement, the arcle in at

R, "Pris Outdoes Hummer in Environmental Damage" should give Ford some pause,
regarding its hybrids, over what really maters to ensure that we leave our planet in at
least as good a shape as we found it for our children and grandchildren. The myth of C02
causing climate change is detracting from real environmental improvements.

Every Ford Direcor, Exective, Maner, Engineer, and shareholder nees to
understand that Climate Change is entirely natural, there is nothing we can do to change

it, and Ford should not wase any of its treaure trng to tilt at this windmil. I ca lead
Ford, and the SEC, to knowledge. I caot, as is obvious regarding my efforts about

Ford
wants to wallow in ignorance, and continue to waste its shareholders treasure, the SEC
losing this was against Islam, make anybody lear anything if

they don't want to. If

should step in and stop it.

Ford argues that if it developed a new vehicle with improved propulsion that
improved fuel effciency, that my proposal would not let it do so becuse C02 would also

Fords imagination! Truly they should be able
to turn lead into gold if they actally followed up that tye of imagination! My proposal
does, states, even imagines, no such thing!
be commensuately reduce. I am in awe of

I caot respond to the unending imaginations ofFord. No one ca compete with

total inventions, and I can not predict what Ford will invent next. The words in my
proposa are plain and clea. They are not complicated. Ford has wased a grea dea of
time, energy, and resources, which all equate to treasue, stockholder treasure, chasing

this chimera. It is time for the charade to stop. It is time for Ford to put its money into
real projects that have a real retrn on investment, for the retrn on investment of
reducing CO2 is ZERO. Meet the legal requirements, but nothng more, for anything else
;c" Q i"n.,*,,lo+o Q","' +n+al T11QCI+O
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~C:~~
Regards,

Fredrick P. Wilson

CC: Peter J. Sherr, Jr. - Ford - Offce of

Att:
A)

the Secreta

Ford leter to SEC requesting Omission of the Proposal Submitted by Mr.

Fredrick P. Wilson, including the attachments Ford included in its original
letter.

B)
C)
D)

2008 Proxy Stament - Supplemental Inormation on Climate Change

2008 Proxy Statement - Proposal 10 - Global Waring Report
2007 Proxy Statement - Proposa 7 - RESOLUTION FOR A SCffNTIFIC

REPORT ON GLOBAL WARG/COOLING
E)
F)

4 - Reduce Greenhouse Ga (GHG) Emissions
2006 Proxy Statement - Proposal 8 - RESOLUTION FOR A SCIENTIFIC
2007 Proxy Staement - Proposa

REORT ON GLOBAL WARG/COOLING
G)

II
I)

J)

K)

2006 Proxy Statement - Proposal 6 - 2006 Shareholder Proposal Linking Ford
Motor Company Executive Compensation and Pedormance on
Greenhouse Ga Reductions
2006 Proxy Staement - Proposal
4 - Report on Lobbying Related to Federal Fuel
Economy Standards
2005 Proxy Statement - Proposal 6 - 2005 Shareholder Proposa Linkng Ford
Motor Company Executive Compensation and Pedormance on
Greenhouse Ga Reductions
2005 Proxy Statement - Supplemental Shareholder Resolution on Climate
Change
4 - Report on Lobbying Efforts and
2005 Proxy Statement - Proposal
Expenditues Related to Federal Fuel Economy Stadard

L)

2004 Proxy Statement - proposal 7 - Reducing Auto Secr Greenhouse Gas
Emissions

M)

2003 Proxy Statement - Supplement Inormation - Sharholder Resolution on

N)

0)
P)
Q)

Climate Change
2010 Stockholder Proposal by Mr. Fredrick P. Wilson - Don't Waste Corporate
Funds on C02 Reduction
"Ignoring 'Climategate'" by Jilian Kay Melchior in the Januar 2010 issue of
"Commentary" Magazine
"Climate Change is Natural Not Ma Made" - Primar Information Summary 
"talkng points" Regarding Climate Change
CD Book "Global Climate Change is Natural Not Man Made - by Fredrick P.
Wilson - This CD book includes att P but not at 0, and dozens of aricles

temperature graphs and charts, and the documentaon to substantiate that
the title of this CD book is absolutely tre.
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R) "Prius Outdoes Hummer in Envionmenta Damage" by Chrs Demorrow in "The

Recorder"

ATT. A

~
Offce of the Secretary
Peter J. Sherry, Jr.

Secretary
313/323-2130

One American Road
Room 1134 WHQ
Dearborn, Michigan 48126

313/248-8713 (Fax)

psherry(§ford.com

January 11, 2010

Securities and Exchange Commission

Division of Corporation Finance
Offce of the Chief Counsel
100 F Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20549
Re: Omission of Shareholder Proposal Submitted by Mr. Fredrick P. Wilson

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Pursuant to Rule 14a-8G) promulgated under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934,
as amended (the "Act"), Ford Motor Company ("Ford" or the "Company") respectfully

requests the concurrence of the staff of the Division of Corporation Finance (the "Staff') of
the. Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Commission") that it wil not recommend
any enforcement action to. the Commission if the shareholder proposal described below is
omitted from Ford's proxy statement and form of
proxy for the Company's 2010 Annual
Meeting of Shareholders (the "Proxy Materials"). The Company's Annual Meeting of
Shareholders is scheduled for May 13, 2010.

Mr. Fredrick P. Wilson (the "Proponent") has submitted for inclusion in the 2010
Proxy Materials a proposal and supporting statement requesting that Ford "not fund or
undertake any energy savings projects that are solely concerned with C02 reduction, but
that each project must meet Corporate Return on Investment guidelines and any C02
reduction would solely be a by-product of any energy cost reductions" (see Exhibit 1; the
"Proposal"). The Company proposes to omit the Proposal from its 2010 Proxy Materials for
the following reason:

· The Proposal is excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(3) because it is contrary to Rule 14a
9, which prohibits materially false or misleading statements in proxy soliciting

materials.

The Proposal Violates the Proxy Rules (Rule 14a-8(i)(3) and Rule 14a-9)
Rule 14a-8(i)(3) permits an issuer to omit a shareholder proposal from its proxy
materials if the proposal is contrary to the Commission's proxy rules, including

Rule 14a-9,

which prohibits false or misleading statements in proxy soliciting materials. The Proposal

is susceptible to differing interpretations and likely to confuse the Company's shareholders,
and the Staff has consistently concurred that shareholder proposals may be excluded under
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Rule 14a-8(i)(3) when the company demonstrates "the resolution contained in the proposal

is so inherently vague or indefinite that neither the stockholders voting on the proposal, nor
the company in implementing the proposal (if adopted), would be able to determine with
any reasonable certainty exactly what actions or measures the proposal requires." Staff
Legal Bulletin No. 14B (Sept. 15, 2004). In Citigroup Inc. (April

21, 2009), the Staff
concurred in the omission of a proposal as inherently vague and indefinite that requested

the board of directors to adopt a by-law to require the company to have an independent lead

director meeting the independence standards set by the Council of Institutional Investors.
In General Motors Corporation (March 26, 2009), the Staff concurred in the omission of a
proposal as impermissibly vague where the proponent requested the "elimination of all
incentives for the CEOS and the Board of Directors." In Berkshire Hathaway Inc. (March 2,
2007), omission of a shareholder proposal was permitted where the proposal sought to
restrict the company from investing in securities of any foreign corporation that engaged in

activities prohibited for U. S. companies by Presidential Executive Orders. Additionally, in
Ford Motor Company (February 27, 2008), the Staff concurred in the omission of a proposal
that requested the Board to include a specific report in the annual report on efforts to
improve the fuel economy ofthe Company's products_so that

no Ford vehicle would indicate

that there was a need for any country in the world to buy oil from the Middle East. In each

of the above referenced proposals, the Staff determined that the proposal at issue was so
vague and indefinite that shareholders could not be expected to understand what they were
the respective companies would not know what
action to take in order to ensure full compliance with the Proposal's requirements.
beingasked to consider. Likewise, each of

The Staff has also permitted omission of impermissibly vague proposals because the
proposals failed to define key terms and were subject to multiple interpretations. See Bank
of America (February 25,2008) (allowing the company to omit a proposal because it was
vague and indefinite due to a lack of definition of key terms which were subject to multiple
interpretations and which provide insufficient guidance to allow the company to implement
the proposal) and Wendys International Inc. (February 24, 2006) (allowing the company to

omit a proposal because it failed to define key terms and the intent of the proposal was
vague and indefinite). See also, The Procter & Gamble Company (August 9,2007)
(concurring in exclusion of proposal that requested that if the company sponsored a news
program in Spanish, then half of that program must incorporate an English lesson); The
Home Depot, Inc. (January 29,2007) (concurring in exclusion of
proposal that required two
nominees for each new member of
board as vague and indefinite); Bank of America
Corporation (February 17, 2006) (concurring in exclusion of a proposal
limiting the
compensation of directors as vague and ambiguous); and Wendy's International, Inc.
(February 24, 2006) (concurring in exclusion of request for board to issue interim reports to
accelerating development of

shareholders that detailed the progress made toward

controlled-atmosphere kiling of animals as vague and indefinite).
The Proposal falls squarely within the criteria for exclusion because, based on the
text of the resolution contained within the Proposal, shareholders will not be adequately
informed as to what they are being asked to consider. Likewise, the Company would not

know with reasonable certainty what specific actions to consider taking should the Proposal
be adopted. The Proposal requests that Ford not fund or undertake any energy savings
projects that are solely concerned with C02 reduction, but that each project must meet
Corporate Return on Investment guidelines and any C02 reduction be solely a by-product of
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energy cost reductions. The resolution raises numerous questions. One question is the
meaning of phrase "projects that are solely concerned with C02 reduction." For instance,
assume Ford develops a new vehicle and durii:ig the development it invests in C02
reduction technology, e.g., a more fuel effcient engine. Is the development of the C02
reduction technology a "project" or is the development of the vehicle the "project" and the

C02 reduction technology merely a part of the project? If the former, the project would be
prohibited unless it met corporate return guidelines on its own merits. If the latter, it
would be allowed. Another example would be a project to develop C02 reduction technology

that is not intended for one vehicle line but will be implemented across several vehicle
lines. Would this be considered a "project" proscribed by the Proposal because it is solely
related to C02 reduction or would it be allowed because it is intended to be implemented in
different vehicle lines and, therefore, not considered "solely" related to C02 reduction?
Shareholders must know with reasonable certainty the breadth of

the Proposal's reach.

The Company must know with reasonable certainty what actions would be allowed and
what actions would be prohibited by the ProposaL. Because of the inherent vagueness of the
resolution, neither shareholders nor the Company can determine with reasonable certainty
what the Proposal requires.

An additional ambiguity is whether Ford may fund non-energy savings projects that
are solely concerned with C02 reductions. Under this interpretation, the prohibition on
funding projects only applies to energy savings projects solely concerned with C02
reductions. Is Ford free to fund "non-energy" savings projects (e.g., a program that reduces
C02 but requires additional "energy," from whatever source, to do so) that are solely
concerned with C02 reduction regardless of whether or not such projects meet Corporate
Return on Investment guidelines? This would seem to be an odd conclusion, yet a
reasonable reading of the Proposal would seem to allow such an interpretation. Reasonable

shareholders would rightfully wonder why they are being asked to prohibit only energy
savings projects solely concerned with C02 reductions and not all projects concerned with
C02 reductions? Shareholders would struggle to find a reasonable alternate interpretation.

Another ambiguity is the meaning of the phrase "and any C02 reduction would
any energy cost reductions." It is not clear how this phrase is to be

solely be a by-product of

read in the context of the resolution, The resolution states that Ford should not fund or

undertake energy savings projects solely related to C02 reduction, yet the resolution then
immediately states that any C02 reduction must solely be a by-product of any energy cost
reductions. This could be interpreted to mean that: (i) if Ford undertook an energy savings

project solely conce:med with C02 reductions; and (ii) such a project met the Corporate
Return on Investment guidelines, but resulted in C02 reductions that were not solely a by-

product of any energy cost reductions, we would have run afoul of the Proposal's strictures.
Such a result is nonsensical and somewhat circular, yet the resolution appears to require it.
Again, shareholders wil struggle to find a reasonable alternate interpretation.

The above examples demonstrate that the Proposal is so inherently vague and
ambiguous that it is susceptible to differing interpretations and liely to cause confusion
among shareholders. Likewise, the Company could not determine with reasonable

it were adopted. The Proposal,
therefore, faIls squarely within Rule 14a-8(i)(3), which permits an issuer to omit a
shareholder proposal from its proxy materials if the proposal is contrary to the
certainty what course of action the Proposal requires if
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Commission's proxy rules, including Rule 14a-9, which prohibits false or misleading
statements in proxy sollciting materials.

Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons, it is respectfully submitted that the Proposal may be
excluded from Ford's 2010 Proxy Materials. Your confirmation that the Staff

wil not

recommend enforcement action if the Proposal is omitted from the 2010 Proxy Materials is
respectfully requested.
In accordance with Rule 14a-8(j), the Proponent is being informed of the Company's
intention to omit the Proposal from its 2010 Proxy Materials by sending him a copy ofthis
letter and its exhibit.

If you have any questions, require further information, or wish to discuss this
my offce or me (313-323-2130).

matter, please call Jerome Zaremba (313-337-3913) of

Enclosure
Exhibits
cc: Mr. Fredrick Wilson (via Federal Express)
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Offce of the General Counsel

Ford Motor Company

Phone: 313/3373913

One American Road

Fax: 313/248-1988

Room 1037-A3 WHQ
Dearborn, Michigan 48126

E-Mail: jzaremb1(Qford.com

November 25, 2009
Fredrick P. Wilson
*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

Subject:

Shareholder Proposal 2010 Annual Meeting

Dear Mr. Wilson:
Ford Motor Company ("Ford" or the "Company") hereby acknowledges receipt of
your
letter dated November 23, 2009, in which you inform the Company that the proposal
entitled "Don't Waste Corporate Funds on C02 Reduction" is the proposal you intend to be

submitted for inclusion in the Company's 2010 proxy materials (the "Proposal"). Thank you

for withdrawing the other proposals submitted in your letter of November 17, 2009.

Please note that Ford reserves the right to fie a No-Action Letter with the SEC
should substantive grounds exist for exclusion of the Proposal. We wil notify you in
accordance with SEC rules if we fie such a request.
Thank you for your continued interest in the Company.

~~kb
Very truly yours,

Jerome F. Zaremba

Counsel
cc: Peter J. Sherry, Jr.

November 23,2009

Fredrick P. Wilson

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

Ford Motor Company
One American Road

Room 1035 WlQ

Dearborn MI 48126
ATTN: Jerome F. Zaremba
Counsel
Offce of the General Counsel
SUBJECT: Your letter dated 18NOV2009 RE: Shareholder Proposal

2010 Anual

Meeting
Dear Mr. Zaremba:

Thank you for you letter regarding my submission of multiple Stockholder
proposals, and the relevant SEC proposals. lam always pleased to know that Ford Motor
Company, in its relations with its stockholders, is always willng to work to the letter of
the
SEC and its lowest common denominator rules.

This letter is to advise you that I am withdrawing two of my three proposals. Those
two proposals I am withdrawing are titled "Support replacing Gasoline by Methanol as the
fuel of choice for American and Global Vehicles" and "Support replacing Gasoline by
Methanol To Help De-Fund an Electro-Magnetic Pulse Attack on the USA".

The Stockholder Proposal I am retaining as submitted is titled; "Don't Waste
Corporate Funds on CO2 Reduction".

This brings the total of my Stockholder Submissions to one, which then no longer
requires you to submit a No-Action Request with the SEC.
If

your understanding is different than I have stated, please notify me immediately.

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me at your earliest
opportunity.
I am at your service,

~gOlV~
Fredrick P. Wilson

~
Offce of the General Counsel

Ford Motor Company

Phone: 313/3373913

One American Road

Fax: 313/248-1988

Room 1037-A3 WHQ
Dearborn, Michigan 48126

E-Mail: jzaremb1i§ford.com

November 18, 2009

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

Subject:

Shareholder Proposal

2010 Annual Meeting

Dear Mr. Wilson:

Ford Motor Company ("Ford" or the "Company") hereby acknowledges the
shareholder proposals contained in your letter dated November 17, 2009, which was
received on November 18. You request that the three proposals relating to the Company

supporting various programs to increase the use of methanol in its products and cease
funding projects related to C02 reductions (the "Proposals"), be included in the Company's
2010 proxy materials. Thank you for providing proof of stock ownership.
Please note that Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") Rule 14a-8(c) (copy
enclosed) provides that each shareholder may submit no more than one proposal to a
company for a particular shareholders' meeting. As your cover letter indicates, you have

submitted three separate proposals to the Company. We request that you withdraw two of
so that we do not have to
fie a No-Actíon Request with the SEC to have the Proposals excluded. If you do not
the Proposals within the 14-day period, we wil fie a No-Action Request
with the SEC to have the Proposals excluded from the Company's proxy materials.
the Proposals within fourteen days of your receipt ofthis letter

withdraw two of

Ifyouwoiild lie to discuss the SEC rules regarding shareholder proposals or

anything else relating to your correspondence, please contact me at the above-referenced
number. Thank you for your continued interest in the Company.
Very truly yours,

(.__oJ ~ /J

. /~J~~~~
Jerome F.~emba
Counsel

cc: Peter J. Sherry, Jr.

November 17,2009
Fredrick P. Wilson

c.

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

\0
Ford Motor Company
One American Road

.'.

.::

Room 1035 WlQ

Dearborn MI 48126
......

.:':

ATTN: Jerome F. Zaremba
Counsel
Offce of the General Counsel
SUBJECT: Stockholder Proposal for the Board of
Directors Consideration, and for
inclusion in the proxy statement for the 2010 Stockholders Meeting if the Board does not
see fit to adopt it as is.

Dear Sirs:

The first attachment is a letter from Oppenheimer, Inc., my stockbroker, attesting
to the purchase date of my Ford Stock and the quantity owned, and that as of the date of
that letter I stil owned the stock. The purchase date is December 06, 2005 and the
quantity is 450 shares, valued today at about $3,919.
The second letter is my statement of intent to continue to hold, own, and possess
these shares.

The thid attachment, "Don't Waste Corporate Funds on CO2 Reduction" is my
Directors adopts it. It is under 500
words long per Microsoft Word 2000 wordcount.
first Stockholder Proposal. I do hORe that the Board of

The fourth attachment, "Support replacing Gasoline by Methanol as the fuel of
choice for American and Global Vehicles", is my second Stockholder Proposal. I do hope
that the Board of
Directors adopts it. It is under 500 words long per Microsoft Word 2000
wordcount.
The fifth attachment, "Support replacing Gasoline by Methanol To flelp De-Fund
an Electro-Magnetic Pulse Attack on the USA", is my third Stockholder Proposal. I do
hope that the Board of
Directors adopts it. It is under 500 words long per Microsoft Word
2000 word

count.

I do hope you fully review and approve my proposaL.

_. .
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If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me at your earliest
you provide me with an E-mail address, I can provide
this proposal
electronically.
opportnity. If

Regards,

~OV~
Fredrck P. Wilson

Att: 1) Letter from Oppenheimer, Inc regarding ownership of

my Ford Stock, dated

i 7Nov2009.
2) Letter of

Intent to continuously hold stock, dated i 7Nov2009.

3) Stockholder Proposal: Don't Waste Corporate Funds on CÛ2 Reduction

4) Stockholder Proposal: Support replacing Gasoline by Methanol as the fuel of
choice for American and Global Vehicles
5) Stockholder Proposal: Support replacing Gasoline by Methanol To Help DeFund an Electro-Magnetic Pulse Attack on the USA

November 17, 2009
Fredrick P. Wilson

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

Ford Motor Company
One American Road
Room 1035 WHQ

Deaborn, MI 48126
ATTN: Jerome F. Zaremba
Counsel
Offce of the General Counsel

SUBJECT: Intent to Continuously Hold Stock for the next three years, i.e. Stock Retention
Dear Mr. Zaremba:

The attached letter from Oppenheimer & Co., Inc. establishes my continuously held
ownership of the stock listed, all of it having been continuously held for not only at least
one year, but actally for well over three years.

I do personally attest that I have continuously held the stock, which exceeds $2,000
in value, for at least one year, and, in actality for almost three years.

I do intend to continuously hold, i.e. own this Ford stock for the next three

the anual

complete calendar years of201O, 2011, and 2012, and through the dates of

meeting of shareholders in 2010 and the date of the anual meeting of shareholders in 201 1
and through the date of

the anual meeting of

shaeholders in 2012. I do intend to

continuously hold this stock for many years beyond that and to prosper from it.

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me at your earliest
opportunity.
Regards,

~ ¿7 /l~
Fredrick P. Wilson

OPPENHIM~

Oppenheimer & Co. Inc.
2240 East Hill Road
Suite A

Grand Blanc, MI 48439
300-572-6958
Member of Al Principal Exchanges

Tuesday, November 17, 2009

Fredrick P. Wilson
*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

Dear Mr. Wilson,

This letter is to confirm that you purchased 450 shares ofFord Common stock on
12/01/2005 for $3,650. You have continuously held those shares. here with us, and they
are curently valued

at $3919.00.

If you have any fuher request please call (810) 694-2980.

Sincerely,

~-- /?-/~
Michael R. Sobol

Executive Director - Investments
Branch Manager

Don't Waste Corporate Funds on C02 Reduction
Whereas: Newly Corrected Data from NASA shows that the warest year in the last 129

years is 1934. No year since then has been warmer.

Whereas: The Concentration of Atmospheric C02 has increased by approximately 33%
since 1880, or from 290 to 385 Pars Per Millon, with most of
that increase occurring
from 1934 to 2009.
Whereas: If the concentration of C02 in the atmosphere is the causative factor for Global
Climate Temperature Change, then the increase in C02 has caused Global Cooling.
Whereas: 1998 is the warest recent year. There have now been 1 1 years of global

cooling. The winter of2007-8 set global records for cold temperatures and large amount
of snowfall, erasing the approximately 20 years of warming from circa 1980 to 1998. The
IPCC is now stating that the globe is cooling.
Whereas: Over 90% of
and thickness. The Winter of

the Earh's ice is in Antarctca, which is growing in both mass
2007-8 fully replenished the coastal ice banks that had been

recently reduced.

Whereas: Over $50 bilion has been spent to document man-rnade global warming. The
latest IPCC report said that the temperature might rise about ~ (0.50 C) of a degree this

century, about the same as last century, and that .sea levels might rise about 1 foot this
century, about the same as last century. Which is no real problem.

Whereas: The science is not settled, it has never been settled. There is no "consensus" of
scientists, there has never been a "consensus". At OISM.ORG is a list of over 31,000
scientists (with over 9,000 Ph.D's) who state that global climate change is a natural, not
man-made, effect.

Whereas: A char of CO2 and temperatures over the last 650,000 years, an AI Gore
favorite, when prÓperly examined, shows that the temperature goes up or down and 400
to 1000 years later, C02 goes up or down. CO2 is a trailing indicator, and not a causative
factor for global temperatures.
Whereas: According to Reid Bryson, founding chairman of the University of Wisconsin
Deparment of
Meteorology, called by the British Institute of
Geographers as the most
frequently cited climatologist in the world: "Eighty percent of
the heat radiated back from
the sudace is absorbed in the first 30 feet by water vapor ... And how much is absorbed

by carbon dioxide? Eight hundredths of one percent. It is one one-thousandth as
important as water vapor."
Whereas: W ater Vapor, cloud formation and interactions with the Sun and its various
cycles, and with the Sun's solar wind and interaction with cosmic rays, are all valid
science that needs to be studied, since CO2 does not correlate as a causative factor.
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Therefore: Ford should not fund or undertake any energy savings projects that are solely
concerned with CO2 reduction, but that each project must meet Corporate Retu on

Investment guidelines and any C02 reduction would solely be a by-product of any
energy cost reductions.
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Support replacing Gasoline by Methanol
To Help De-Fund an Electro-Magnetic Pulse Attack on the USA
9 out

Whereas: A successful EMP (Electro-Magnetic Pulse) attack on the USA would kil

of every 10 Americans in the first year due to staration, disease, freezing to death, and
violence as civilization broke down.
Whereas: The Heritage Foundation, former Speaker Newt Gingrich, The Claremont
Defense
Frank Gaffey are all actively warning the USA of
this mortal threat.
Foundation, former Governor Mike Huckabee, and former Under-Secretary of

Whereas: An EMP attack would destroy our electrical generation and transmission
systems. There would be no electricity for three or more years - until the system could be
totally rebuilt. There would be no communications, phones, cell phones, TV, radio,
internet, or computers.
Whereas: No cars would work, as their computers would be fred. Only
before electronic ignitions in 1975, would stil work. Ailanes would fall out of

old cars, built
the sky

and crash. There would be no trains or busses. The only transportation would be on foot
or horseback.

Whereas: There would be no food production, refrigeration, storage, or distribution. No
tractors, combines, or drers would work. Grocery stores and drug stores all cleaned out
in à. day. No new medicine wil be made. No fuel would be made or distributed. No

natural gas would be produced or distributed.

Whereas: Iran has formally stated that the USA is the "Great Satan". Iran has formally
stated they are working towards a world without America.
Whereas: Iran will have nuclear bombs within a few years. Iran has said that one bomb
will destroy Israel, but they wil easily survive any retaliation.

Whereas: Three small nuclear fission bombs launched from contaier ships off of our
shores, and exploded eighty miles up would send the USA back to the 1800s.
Whereas: Our ancestors, with a population of 80 milion or so, new how to survive
without electricity and electronics. We, today, do not.

Whereas: Obama and his administration wil do nothing to prevent Iran becoming a
nuclear bomb possessing nation.
Whereas: Obama and his administration wil ensure that Israel cannot attack Iran, do the
USA's job for us, and destroy Iran's nuclear capability.
Whereas: Our military is no longer hardened against an EMP attack.
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Whereas: A successful El\ attack on the USA would be a civilzation killer, throwing
our 30 millon survivors back into a new middle ages until someone else conquered us.
Whereas: Our oil money (oil is a fungible commodity) is funding the Iranian nuclear
program even if
we can't legally buy anything directly from Iran. General Lute, Asst. to
President Bush and former National Security Advisor for Iraq and Mghanistan spoke of

how our oil money is funding these nuclear bomb and ICBM programs.

the vehicles it
develops, markets, and manufactures, similar to how un:eaded fuel was promoted staring
in 1975, and as its offcial corporate stance on energy independence for the USA.
Therefore: Ford must promote replacing Gasoline with Methanol in all of
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Support replacing Gasoline by Methanol

as the fuel of choice for American and Global Vehicles
Whereas: The Honorable U.S. Representative, Sue Myrick (R-NC), as the Chairwoman
of
the U.S. House'ofRepresentatives Anti-Terrorism Caucus, has publicly stated that she
and most of
the 122 bi-parisan members of
the Caucus agree with me that the USA has a
tremendous probabilty of

losing this Global War against Radical Islam and becomig an

Islamist Country, similar to Lebanon, in whole or in par, on or before 2100.
Whereas: General Lute, Asst. to the President and National Security Advisor for Iraq and
Afghanistan spoke recently about how our oil money was funding the insurgency,
foreign fighters, and al-Qaeda, in both counties, and that "our oil money" meant not only
Saudi Arabia, but also Kuwait, Dubai, and the rest of the Sheikdoms. Our oil money is
funding the al-Quds force from Iran, which is supporting both the Shia and Sunn

Jihadists in both countres, as well as the IEDs, rockets, guns, and training that Iran is
supplying to kill our troops.
Whereas: Saudi Arabia, which is mared to the Wahhabi Sect, is teaching hatred of
Americans, democracy, Chrstians, and Jews, the denigration of

women, and ared Jihad

with wrtten matenal in American mosques, madrasses, and Islamic centers. The report is
at: ww.freedomhouse.org/religion. The Saudi's have been spending over $4
Billion/year for 35 years ($140Bilion+) to build mosques, madrasses and Islamic centers
in the US and globally. They
are also teaching hatred in Canada, Europe, the Middle
East, N. Afca, and Central and SE Asia. Some members of the Saudi royal family, some
charties run by Saudi mosques, and some private Saudi individuals are stil funding
Hamas, the Intifada and al-Qaeda, and the insurgency in IRQ with our oil money.
Whereas our oil money is funding the nuclear bomb programs of

Iran and Egyt, and

funded the Pakstan nuclear program through the oil rich countnes of the Middle East.

these Radical Islamists
demographically at fist, violently later, takng over of all of Western Europe, England,
Canada, Southeast Asia, and large sections of Central and South America well before
2100, and the USA also before this century is over.
Whereas: Our oil money is funding every aspect of

Whereas: Congresswoman Myrick has stated that she and most of the 122 members agree
that we need to stop funding our demise as a country, a cUlture, and a civilization today,
not tomorrow.
Whereas: Methanol, Wood Alcohol, is a proven liquid fuel that can readily replace
gasoline. It has been used in fleets of cars since the 1980's with success, and the flex-fuel
cars of
today continue to prove its viability. It can be made from coal, trees, switchgrass,
and other cellulosic materials that are just a pipedream for ethanoL.

the relevant
component pars and vehicles it develops, markets, and manufactures, and as its offcial
corporate stance on energy independence for the USA.
Therefore: Ford should promote replacing Gasoline with Methanol in all of
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ATT. B
2008 Proxy Statement Supplemental Information on Climate Change
PP: 88 - 89

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMTION
Shareholder Resolutions on Climate Change

In addition to the shareholder proposas you are being asked to vote on above, we also
Caldwell, New Jersey, and other

received a proposal from The Sisters ofSt. Dominic of
shareholders (the "Sisters of

St. Dominic"), and a second proposa from the Connecicut

Retirement Plans & Trust Funds (the "Connecicut Funds") relating to greenhouse gas
emissions.
The resolution contained in the proposal from the Sisters of St. Dominic asked the
Company to adopt quatitative goals to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from the
Company's products and operations and to report to shareholders by September 30,2008,
on our plans to meet those goals.

The resolution contained in the proposal from the Connecicut Funds requested that an
the Board of
Direcors of
the Company assess the steps the
Company is takng to mee new fuel economy and greenhouse gas emission standads for
our fleet of cars and trucks and to issue a report to shareholders on this matter by
September 1,2008.
independent committee of

The shareholder proponents have agee with the Company to withdraw the proposas on
the basis of commitments the Company has given to: (i) adopt and publish in the
Company's annua "Sustainabi/ty Report' quantitative goals for reducing greenhouse
gas emissions; (ii) discuss in the "Sustainabi/ity Report' the steps the Company is takng
to meet new fuel economy and greeouse gas emission standards for our flee of cars

and trucks; and (iii) continue the dialogue with the proponents on this important issue.
Over the past several yeas we have engaged in cooperative dialogue with the shareholder

proponents and other stakeholders on the issue of climate change, including discussions
on the shareholder resolutions cited above. We remain commtted to reporting the
estimated total emissions of greenhouse gass from our operations and products; to
review and report on actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from our vehicles; and
to continue to work on new public policy approaches that will encourage the
development of a market for technologies that lessen greenhouse gas emissions.

We have undertaken to work closely with the shareholder proponents and other
stakeholders to find ways to meet our shared goal of
responding to climate change and
reducing greenhouse gas emissions proactively, affordably and in line with the interests
of our shareholders. The additional steps of adopting and publishing quantitative goals
for reducing greenhouse gas emissions and discussing the steps the Company is takng to
meet new fuel economy and greenhouse gas emission standards for our fleet of cars and
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trucks is further demonstrable evidence ofFord's commitment to the important objecive
of reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
The shareholder proponents have acknowledged Ford's commitment to addressing
climate change and reducing greenhouse gas emissions and they have stated their
commitment to further engagement with the Company. They have noted that the
Company's commitment includes working on public policies that advance the market for
fuel effcient vehicles, which they believe is paricularly important during this time of
serious financial challenges before the Company. The shareholder proponents have also
expressed their appreciation for the new agreement by the Company to implement the
intent of their shareholder proposas. They appreciate the opportnity for the proposals
and the terms of
withdrawal to be discussed here in the Proxy.

The shareholder proponents have noted that Ford was the first company in the auto
industry to publish a report on Climate Risk in 2005. They view the adoption of
reduction
targets as a logical next step in Ford's commitment to address global warng and to

profitably operate the company in a carbon constrained ecnomy. Shareholders also
their planed steps to achieve

appreciate the company's commitment to transparency of

these targets by 2020. They believe that these steps make Ford an industry leader that
should be modeled in other companies and industries.
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ATT. C
10 Global Warming Report

2008 Proxy Statement Proposal

PP: 86 - 87

PROPOSAL 10
The Free Enteiprise Action Fund, 12309 Briarbush Lane, Potoma, Marland 20854,

owner of 1,590 shares of common stock, informed the Company that the following
proposa will be presented at the meeting:
Global Warming Report
Direcors prepare by October 2008,

Resolved: The shareholders request that the Board of

at reasonable expense and omitting proprietar infonnation, a Global Warming Report.
The report may describe and discuss how action taken to date by Ford to reduce its
impact on global climate change has affected global climate in terms of any changes in
mean global temperature and any undesirable climatic and weather-related events and
disasters avoided.
Supporting Statement:

Ford says on its web site that it supports acion on global warng. The company is a
member of

the U.S. Climate Action Parership (USCAP), a group that lobbies for global

warng regulation.
But scientific data show that atmospherc levels of cabon dioxide, the greenhouse gas of
primar concern in global warming, do not drive global temperature. See e.g.,

http://youtube.comlwatch?v=XDI2NVYR.
Even assuming for the sae of argument that atmospheric carbon dioxide levels affect

global temperatures, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency recently projeced that
U.S. regulation ofmanmade greenhouse gas emissions would have a trvial impac on
atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide over the next 90 years. See e.g.,
http://ww.epa.gov/climatechangeldownoadS/sl 766analysispar 1. pdf and
http://ww.junkscience.comlyTheJunkan2007 1 004.html.
So U.S. greenhouse gas regulation is not likely to discernibly affec global climate in the
foreseeable futue.

Global warng regulation is expeced to har the ecnomy. The Congressional Budget
Offce, U.S. Deparment of

Energy and prominent economists such as Alan Greenspan,

Arhur Laffer and Greg Mankw all say that cap-and-trade -a tye of greenhouse gas
CAP -would reduce economic growth. See e.g.,
http://ww.junkscience.comlfailure to disclose.pdf
regulation promoted by US
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Shareholders want to know how Ford actions relating to global warng may be affecting
global climate.

The Board of

Directon recommends a Vote "against" Proposal 10.

The Company opposes this proposal because it is not in the best interests of the Company
or you. The proposal calls for the Company to produce a report that estimates the effect
our actions to reduce our impact on climate chage have had on global climate.
Ford is in the business of

manufactring, sellng and financing automobiles. We have an

obligation to comply with the laws and regulations made by the governental entities at

the local, state and national level in the United States and elsewhere around the world and
to be a socially responsible corporate citizen. It would serve no useful purpose,
and be a waste of corprate resources, to conduct the necssa resech and publish a
report which attempts to estmate the impact of one company's actions on the global

climate.

As our response to Proposal 6 indicates, Ford Motor Company wil be par. of the solution
to climate change, but we are by no means the only solution. Climate change is complex
and any significant impact on global climate change requies the combined efforts of
governents, companies, and individuals on a global basis. Singling out the afect of

one company's actions on global climate change is of limited value.

Also, we have published and will continue to publish reports on the business impact of
climate change and on the Company's GHG "footprint." Producing the additional report
requested by the proposal would not be in the best interests of shaeholders.
The Board of

Directors recommends a Vote "against" Proposal 10.
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ATT. D
7 Scientific Report on Global Warming

2007 Proxy Statement Proposal

PP: 76 - 7

PROPOSAL 7
Mr. Carl Olson, P.O. Box 6102, Woodland Hills, California 91365, owner of273 shaes

of common stock, informed the Company that he plans to present the following proposal
at the meeting:

RESOLUTION FOR A SCIENTIFC REPORT ON GLOBAL WARG/COOLING
Whereas discussions of global warng/cooling are often filled with vagares, scare
stories, and internationa conficts,
Whereas purprted scientific information often seems fragmented, contradictory, and
unverified,
Whereas proposed public policy actions include drasic curbs imposed by governents
on the use of
vehicles and varous forms of energy production, and

Whereas our company has a major financial and operating interest in the impac of
proposed curbs on vehicles and energy sources for both itself and the motorig public,

Now therefore be it resolved by the stockowners ofFord Motor Company to recmmend
that the board publish annually to the stockowners a "Scientific Report on Global
Waring/Cooling", which would include the following and any other informtion that
Ford staf deems relevant:
1. The global temperature measurements Ford uses in discussing "global

warng" or "global cooling".
2. The atmospheric gases Ford considers to be "greenhouse gases" with respect
to "global waring" or "global cooling".
3. The effect that Ford considers the sun's radiation to have on "global warming"
or "global cooling".
4. The sources of

atmospheric carbon dioxide that Ford uses in its study

"global waring" or "global cooling".

of

5. The "greenhouse effect" that Ford considers to occur on the global
temperature measurement from the concentration of atmospheric carbon
dioxide.
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Ford has no formulation or measurement for any of
the items #1 to #5 above, or any
par of each of them, then it shall state so in the report.
If

Supporting Statement:

Ford's Management needs to get the facts about global warng/cooling to make
important policy decisions. Geing the facts before makng decisions is what the
"due dilgence" is all about in my opinion.

direcors' duty of

But in last year's proxy statement, Ford's board sad, "The Company believes that
expending additional capital to either confrm or disprove, or even discuss, previous
scientific studies regarding global warng or coling is not a wise use of Company
resources. " I think this is an unconscionable' 'know-nothing" attitude.
This resolution won almost 94 millon shares voting for it in 2006. Let's improve this
year to get the board to find out the facs. We stockowners deserve a scientific report on
this importt topic of global warng/cooling. If
the board opposes this resolution, the
board does not want you to have the scientific report caled for in this resolution. Vote
YES.
The Board of

Directors recommends a Vote "against" Proposal

7.

The Company opposes this proposal because it is not in the best interests of the Company
or you. The proposal calls for the Company to produce a report covering a wide range of
topics related to global warng/cooling with the implied purpose of coming to a
determnation of
whether global warng/cooling exists. Ford is in the business of
manufactng, sellng and financing automobiles. We have an obligation to comply with
the laws and regulations made by the governental entities at the locaL state and national

level in the United States and elsewhere around the world and to be a socially responsible
corprate citizen. It would serve no useful purpose, and be a waste of corporate

resources, to publish reports confrmng or questioning a determnation of whether global

warng/cooling exists, whether made by a governent, private organation, or other
group or person.

The Company has limited resources and must decide how best to allocate those resources
in order to creae value for shareholders. In order to implement the proposal, the
Company would have to expend a significant amount of capital to hire a team of
scientists, purchase scientific instruments, and conduct a myriad of tests in order to

determne whether global warng or cooling exists. Governents and private
institutions around the world have expended bilions of dollars studying this exact issue.
Several well-publicized reports on this issue have been produced in the past year alone.
We continue to believe that exptmding additional capital to either confirm or disprove, or
even discuss, numerous scientific studies regarding global warming or cooling is not a
wise use of Company resources. Accordingly, we believe that the proposal is not in the
best interests ofFord or you.
The Board of

7.

Directors recommends a Vote "against" Proposal
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ATT. E
2007 Proxy Statement Proposal 4 - Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions
PP: 71 - 2 - 3

PROPOSAL 4
the Intedaith Center on Corprate Responsibilty, including the
Sisters ofSt. Dominic of
Caldwell New Jersey, 40 South Fullerton Ave., Montclair, New
the Passion, 5700 N. Harlem Ave., Chicago, llinois
Jersey 07042; the Congregation of
Several members of

60631; the Chrstian Brothers Investment Services, Inc., 90 Park Avenue, 29th Floor,
New York, New

Saint Joseph, Mount St. Joseph Convent,

York 10016; the Sisters of

9701 Gentown Ave., Philadelphia, Pennsylvana 19118; and the Connecicut
Retirement Plans and Trust Funds, 55 Elm Stree Harford, Connecicut 06106, owners of
more than $2,000 of common stock have inf()rmed the Company tht the following
proposa wil be presented at the meeing:
Reduce Grenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions

Whereas:
Ford distributes automobiles in 200 countries, most of which have ratified the Kyoto
Protocol that obliges Anex I signatones (industnalized countries) to reduce national
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions below 1990 levels by 2012.
The Kyoto reduction targets may, however, prove to be inadequate to avert the most
serious impacts of global warng. UK finance minister Gordon Brown says the ED
should aim to reduce its caon dioxide (C02) emissions by 30% below 1990 levels by
2020 and by at least 60% by 2050.

Since Kyoto was adopted, the urgent nee for acton to prevent the most damaging

effects of climate change has become increasingly clea.
The 2006 Stem Review on the Economics of Climate Change, lead by the former chief
we don't act, the overall (worldwide)
costs and risks of climate change will be equivalent to losing at least 5% of global GDP
economist at the World Bank "... estimates that if

each year, now and forever." In contrast, the costs of action would be about 1 % of global

GDP each year.

Our Company has a multi-year history struggling with the implications of global
warming for our business. In December 2005, Ford published the fist industry report
dedicated to global waring's effec on business. Between 2000-2005, Ford cut C02
emissions from operations by 15%, while acknowledging that 90% of the emissions per

vehicle occr over its lifetime use. According to this report: "Early, affordable steps to
reduce GHG emissions and improve fuel effciency may delay the need for drastic and
costly reductions later. Lack of agreement on long-term solutions cannot be used as an
excuse to avoid near term actions."

Ford has committed to playa leadership role in the industry to:
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- Reduce the GHG emissions and energy use of its operations

- Develop the flexibilty and capabilty to market lower-GHG-emissions products
- Work with industry parners to reduce road transport GHG emissions

Ford has made progress in reducing operationa emissions and introduce some more
fuel-effcient vehicles, but has yet to develop a comprehensive long term strategy to
significantly reduce GHG emissions from operations and products.
Our company is currently suffering financially in par because our competitors are
makng more compellng products that are both fuel effcient and low-pollution passenger
cars resulting in a recnt alaring loss of market share in this era of higher oil prices. In
order to protec and enhnce long-term shareholder value Ford must retake maket share

from its competitors. Toward that goal, the company needs to set quantitative goals for
improving fuel effciency and reducing GHG emissions in its product and operations to
bring the customer back.
Direcors publicly adopt quatitative
goals, base. on current and emerging technologies, for reducing total greenhouse gas
emissions from the company's products and operations; and that the company report to
shareholders by September 30, 2007, on its plans to achieve these goals. Such a
report will omit proprietar information and be prepared at reasonable cost.
Resolved: shareholders request that the Board of

The Board of

Directors recommends a Vote "against" Proposal

4.

We appreciate the proponents acknowledging our effo_rts on this important issue. The

Company has sustained its commitment to engage in a proactive relationship with
interested paries who have shown a willngness to engage in a constructive dialogue on
the issue of greenhouse gas emissions and wil continue this engagement as we continue
to move beyond dialogue into action.

We and the proponents have engaged in a constructive dialogue in the pas. We worked
with
the Sisters ofSt. Dominic of
Caldwell, New Jersey, additional members of
the
Intedaith Center on Corprate Responsibilty, and others, to produce "The Ford Report
on the Business Impact of Climate Chage, " which addresses a broad range of
environmental issues important to us, including greenhouse gas emissions. Ford was the
first company in our industry to publish a report on the business impact of climate
change.

Ford was the first automaker to estimate its total GHG "footprint" for Company
operations. We wil update our estimate in the 2007 Sustainabilty Report.
We were the first U. S. automaker to offer a hybrid vehicle, which was also a fist in the
SUV segment.
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We were the first automaker to paricipate in carbon trading markets in North America
and the U.K.

We were also the fist to offset manufacring emissions and offer customers an
innovative way to offset emssions from use of
their vehicles as described below.
To plan and implement our strategic approach, we have established sustanabilty related
governance systems which include a strong focus on fuel economy and C02
improvements. The stategic direcion is provided by a senior exective forum, including
Vice President and executive stakeholders who guide the development of the vision,
policy and business goals. A related exective planng team is responsible for
developing detailed and specific policy, product and techncal analyses to meet
objecives. These teams base their plans on scientific data and promote actions that will
achieve the Company's environmental ambitions, recogning the need to use a holistic

approach to effecively protec the environment. Metrics have been establislied and are
reviewed regularly to ensure satisfactory progress. .
The Envionmental and Public Policy Committee of

the Board of

Directors is responsible

for reviewing the Company's climate change strateg and actions.
Ou approach to GHG stabilzation is aligned around four key strategic principles:
1. Techncal, economic and policy approaches to climate change nee to recogne that

equal. Once those molecules reach the upper atmosphere, they
contribute to greenhouse gases, regardless of the source. However, the cost of mitigating
those emissions vares significantly depending on their source and we should
attempt to achieve the most economically effcient solutions possible.
all C02 molecules are

2. The transportation sector represents a closely interdependent system, characteried by
the equation: "fuel + vehicle + drver = GHG emissions". Each link in this chain

depends on the others. For example, vehicle manufactrers can bring to market flexible
fuel vehicles, but successfully reducing GHG emissions wil depend on fuel companies
providing renewable biofuels and consumer demand for the vehicles and fuels.

3. Futue developments in technologies, ever-changing makets, consumer demand and
political uncertainties require flexible solutions. The business strategies that Ford
implements, and the public policies that we encourage, must have the flexibilty to meet a
range of potential scenarios.
4. Near ter actions may be required on long-term technology solutions to ensure

reduced GHG emissions from our future products and processes are delivered at
acceptable costs.

Ford recognizs the compellng data regarding climate change and the risk that it poses to
our environment and our economies. Ford also recognizes that we must paricipate in a
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solution to these issues and we have invested significant money and resources into the
research and development of innovative vehicle technologies.

We wil continue our dialogue with the proponents and other interested groups to gain a
better understanding of expectations, we wil continue to engage governents at the

national and state level to encourage the development and use of new technologies to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and we wil continue to work with others in the
industry to develop technologies and infrasructe
to support new technologies. We
believe working with a broad range of constituencies across several different fronts will
give us our best chance at achieving significant reductions in reducing greenhouse gas
emissions~

4.

The Board recommends a Vote "against" Proposal
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ATT. F
1

2006 Proxy Statement Proposal 8 Report on Global Warming
PP: 55 - 56

PROPOSAL 8
Mr. Carl Olson, P.O. Box 6102, Woodland Hills, Californa 91365, owner of273 shaes

of common stock, informed the Company that he plans to present the following proposal
at the meeting:

RESOLUTION FOR A SCIENTIFIC REPORT ON GLOBAL WARG/COOLING
Whereas discussions of global warng/cooling are often filled with vagares, scare
stories, and international conficts,
Whereas purorted scientific information often sems fragmented, contradictory, and
unvenfied,
Whereas proposed public policy actions include drasic curbs imposed by governments
on the use of
vehicles and varous forms of
energy production, and

Whereas our company has a major financial and operating interest in the impac of
proposed curbs on vehicles and energy sources for both itself and the motorig public,
Now therefore be it resolved by the stockowners ofFord Motor Company to recmmend
that the board publish annually to the stockowners a "Scientifc Report on Global
Waring/Cooling", which would include the following and any other information that
Ford staf deems relevant:
1. The global temperature measurements Ford uses in discssing "global warng" or

"global cooling".
2. The atmospheric gases Ford considers to be "greenhouse gass" with respect to

"global warng" or "global
cooling" .

3. The effec that Ford considers the sun's radiation to have on "global warming" or
"global cooling".
4. The sources of atmospheric carbon dioxide that Ford uses in its study of" global
warming" or "global cooling".
5. The "greenhouse effect" that Ford considers to occur on the global temperature
measurement from the concentration of atmospheric carbon dioxide.
If Ford has no formulation or measurement for any of
the items #1 to #5 above, or any
par of each of them, then it shall state so in the report.

Supporting Statement:

We stockowners deserve a scientific report on this important topic of global
the board opposes this resolution, the board does not want you to

waring/cooling. If
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have the scientific report called for in this resolution. Vote YES to bemore fully informed
so that we stockowners can all develop a better judgment ofFord's policy actions.
The Board of

Directors recommends a Vote "against" Proposal

8.

The Company opposes this proposal because it is not in the best interests of the Company
or you. The proposal calls for the Company to produce a report covering a wide range of
topics related to global warng/cooling with the implied purpose of coming to a
determnation of
whether global warming/cooling exists. Ford is in the business of
manufactng, sellng and financing automobiles. We have an obligation to comply with
the laws and regulations made by the governental entities at the local, state and national

level in the United States and elsewhere around the world and to be a socially responsible
corporate citizen. It would serve no useful purpose, and be a waste of corporate
resources, to publish reports confrmng or questioning a determnation of
whether global
warming/cooling exists, whether made by a government, private

organiztion, or other

group or person.

The Company has limited resources and must decide how best to allocate those resources
in order to create value for shareholders. In order to implement the proposa, the

Company would have to expend a tremendous amount of capital to hie a team of
scientists, purchase scientific instruments, and conduct a myriad of tests in order to

determne whether global warng or coling exists. Governents and private
institutions around the world have expended bilions of dollars studying this exact issue.
The-Company believes
that expending additional capital to either confrm or disprove, or
even discuss, previous scientific studies regarding global warng or coling is not a
wise use of Company resources.

a report called "The Ford Report on the Business Impact of
Climate Chage. " Ths report discusses the Company's response to the challenges of
climate change and we believe that such a report is an appropriate use of Company
resources. It provides shaeholders with an understanding of how the Company is
approaching this very complex and important issue. On the other hand, the Board does
The Company has produce

. . )1ot believ~ that the report requested by the proposal providts any appreciable benefit to

of

shareholders or the Company. Accrdingly, the proposal is not in the best interests

Ford or you.
The Board of

Directors recommends a Vote "against" Proposal

8.

ATT. G
2006 Proxy Statement Proposal 6 - Executive
Compensation and Greenhouse Gas Reductions
PP: 52 - 53

PROPOSAL 6
Dr. Russell Long, 311 Californa Street, Suite 510, San Francisco, California 94104,
owner of at least $2,000 worth of common stock, ha informed the Company that he
plans to present the following proposal at the meeting:

2006 Shareholder Proposal Linking Ford Motor Company Executive Compensation
and Performance on Greenhouse Gas Reductions

regulations to improve

Whereas: We believe that the global trend towards adoption of

fuel effciency and cu greenhouse ga emssions from automobiles wil be one of the

key drvers determning competitiveness in the automobile industry over the next few
decades.

growing pressure in this area, approximately half of global vehicles
sales in 2004 occurred in countries that have ratified the Kyoto Protocol. The European

As an indicator of

Union and Japan are phasing in limits on automotive emissions of global-waring gases.

China, with the world's fastest-growig auto market, has approved new automobile fuel
effciency guidelines exceeing U.S. standards. California has adopted'reguations to
global wang emissions from new passenger vehicles, and other states may soon
curb
follow.
ineffcient passenger vehicles in the
U.S., such as large
sport utilty vehicles and pickups. According to U.S. EPA data (Fuel Economy Trends,
2005, Table M-8), Ford's average fleet fuel economy has been lower than any
other
major automaker since 2000.
Ford relies heavily on sales of

A 2004 report by the World Resources Institute and Sustainable Asset Management
("Changing Drivers") forecasted that limits on carbon emissions could significantly
affect automakers' earngs and should be viewed as a material issue by investors. They
determned that Ford stands to lose more financially than most other automakers in

complying with climate regulations expected in the United States, Europe and Japan over
the next decde.

Adding momentum to the movement for more effcient vehicles, a growing number of oil
industry experts believe that rising global oil demand may soon permanently outstp the
world's finite supply capabilties. In 1999 the CEO of Atlantic Richfield, Michael

the last days
the age of oil." In 2004, as crude prices rose dramatically, OPEC President
Yusgiantoro informed the BBC that "there is no more supply," and that OPEC was
Bowlin, acknowledged this, saying, "We've embarked on the beginning of
of

powerless to cool the maket.

1

During the Arab Oil Embargo in 1979, Ford shares san by 63 percent over 16 months,
and the company lost significant market share to Japanese rivals with higher fuel mileage
averages.
We believe that an effcient method of

protecing shaeholder equity against future oil

price rises and increasing government regulation of greenhouse gas emissions is to tie
executive compensation to progress in reducing greenhouse gas emissions from Ford's
automotive products; therefore be it.

Resolved that the shaeholders request Ford's Board to direct its Compensation

Committee to institute an executive compensation review with a view to linkng a
significant portion of senior executive compensation to progress in reducing lifetime
product greenhouse gas emissions from the company's new passenger vehicles and that a
report on this review be made available to shaeholders within six months following the
anual meeting. .
The Board of

Directors recommends a Vote "against" Proposal

6.

Ford takes the issue of global waring very seriously and our actions show that we are
investing heavily in innovative technologies and in improving existing technologies in
order to reduce greeouse gas emissions. We introduced the Escape Hybrid. and the

Mercury Marner Hybrid, mainstream SUV s with full hybrid-elecric powertains. They
are among the cleanest and most fuel-effcient SUVs in the world and the 2004 Focus
PZEV scored a pedec "10" in EPA's Green Vehicle Guide. Ford has committed to

increase its global hybrid production capacity ten-fold, to approximately 250,000 units
the Ford, Lincoln and Mercury lineup wil have
hybrid capabilty. We plan to introduce four new vehicles in 2006 that can run largely on
ethanol, raising Ford's production of
Flexible Fuel Vehicles in 2006 to as many as
280,000 units. We also recgne the
need for an integrated approach across our business
and are actively exploring both product and non-product actions to reduce our climate
impact. We are, for example, a founding member of
the Chicago Climate Exchange,
which provides a maket-based approach to achieving greenhouse gas emission
reductions. Moreover, in 2005, we initiated a pilot program that will offset the
hybrid vehicles.
greenhouse gases emitted in the manufactre of
annually by 2010. More than half of

Company has sustained its commtment to engage in a proactive relationship with
interested stakehólders who have shown a willngness to engage in a constructive
dialogue on the issue of greenhouse gas emissions and wil continue this engagement as
we continue to move beyond dialogue. The Company remains committed to reporting
the estimated greenhouse gas emissions from its operations and products, to review and
report on actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from its products, and to continue
to work on new policy approaches that will encourage the development of a market for
technologies that lessen greenhouse gas emissions. We are working closely with
interested groups to find ways to meet our shared goal of responding to climate change
and reducing greenhouse gas emissions proactively, affordably and in line with the
interests of all of our shareholders.
The

2

The Board does not believe that the proposal is in the best interests of the Company or
you. Ford compensates its executives based on a number of factors designed to motivate
management to plan for Ford's long-term success (se the Compensation Committee

Report on Executive Compensation on pp. 27-35). For instance, the performance criteria
for Performance Stock Rights awarded for the performance period 2005-2007 are: total
shareholder rets ofFord compared to the shareholder rets of all other Standard &
Poor's 500 companies, total cost performance, global market share, high-time-in-service
customer satisfaction, and launch customer satisfaction (see" Compensation Committee

Report on Exective Compensation - Long-Term Compensation - Stock Awards" on
p. 31). These broad criteria can encompass more specific objectives such as the criteria
suggested by the proposal. Moreover, to the extent the vehicle market moves toward
products with reduced greenhouse gas emissions, the pedormance criteria set forth are
direcly impacted. Focusing a significant portion of executive compensation on a
naowly defined specific goal may adversely afect the Company's long-term
performance by over-emphasizing one aspec of pedormance at the expense of other

pedormnce factors.
The
Company has made significant progress on developing a comprehensive approach to
the linked issues of climate change and energy securty, which wil drve internal

development, evaluation and action programs. Inormtion on this will be shaed publicly

on an ongoing basis. This work will reinforce Ford's commtment to take comprehensive
- as well as ecnomicaly and environmentally sound - steps which wil lessen

greenhouse gas emissions through the lifecycle of our vehicle fleet. We believe this wil
-- not only address a critical societal concern but also will protec and enhance shareholder
value. The cuent pedormance criteria by which exectives are compensated (i.e., total
shareholder rets, global market share, and customer satisfaction, among others) reflect

reducing greenhouse gases from the.Company's products responsibly
and economically without adversely affecting Ford's long-term pedormance objectives.
Consequently, the Board
does not believe that the proposal is in your or Ford's best
interests.
our shared goal of

The Board of

Directors recommends a Vote. "against" Proposal

3

6.

ATT. H
2006 Proxy Statement Proposal 4 on Lobbying for CAFE
PP: 48-49
PROPOSAL 4:
Green Century Capital Management, Inc., 29 Temple Place, Suite 200, Boston,
Massachusets 02111, owner of 420 shaes of common stock, has informed the Company

that its representative plans to present the following proposal at the meeting:

Report on Lobbying Related to Federal Fuel Economy Standards
WHREAS: High gasoline prices and dependence on imported oil are matters of
increasing concern to the American public and to policymakers. There is simultaneously
an increasing consensus on the nee to reduce carbon emissions to address the problem of

global warng.
Changes in the transportaton sector will be needed to address these problems. In the
United States, this sector alone accounts for approximately 65 percent of oil
global waring emissions.

consumption. Vehicle fuel consumption accounts for 32% of

WHREAS: Ford has not taken suffcient steps to address these problems in the United
States. Accrding to the Company's 2004/2005 Sustainabilty Report the average fuel
economy ofFord vehicles in the United States has fallen from 24.2 mpg in 1987 to 22.8
mpg in 2005. Ford's U.S. fleet has had the lowest fuel economy among the top six
automakers for six years runnng. Throughout this time, Ford ha lobbied for changes to
U. S. fuel economy standards that would result in lower fleet wide fuel ecnomy.
By contrast, the Company has committed to reducing fleet average carbon emissions in
Europe by 25% by 2008 relative to 1995, and in Australia it has committed to a 20% fuel

economy increase by 2010 relative to 2001.

WHREAS: Ford's financial condition has worsened dramatically over the last year as
its business strategy base on sellng large, low-mileage vehicles umaveled. SUY sales

plunged as gasoline prices increased, and they continue to suffer as consumers are
reluctant to take the risk of

purchasing "gas gulers." The Company reported a 52%

the Ford Explorer in November 2005, even as gasoline prices returned to
pre-Katrina price levels.
drop in sales of

WHREAS: The American public overwhelmingly supports increased fuel ecnomy
standards. A September 2005 Opinion Research Council poll found that 73% of
Americans think recent gasoline price hikes make it more important "that the federal
governent takes new steps to require higher fuel effciency standards."

broad
public concern, efforts to increase mutual understanding are usually more productive than
CEO Wiliam Clay Ford Jr. stated in the Sustanabilty Report, "On issues of

adversarial defense of special interests. "

1

Directors prepare a report, at

RESOL YED: the shareholders request that the Board of

reasonable cost and omitting proprietar information, on all ofFord's lobbying efforts

and financial expenditures intended to infuence governent regulation of fuel economy
standards. The report should present the business case for these activities in light of longterm economic trends and the Company's widely publicized plans to increase the fuel
economy and reduce the environmental impact of its vehicles.
SUPPORTING STATEMENT:
In 2004 alone, Ford spent over $7,000,000
lobbying Congress and the Bush
AdminiStration. In par to support a proposal that allows Ford to increase the size of its
vehicles to avoid meeting higher fuel economy standards. We are concerned that this
money has been spent supporting a short-term business strategy that does not serve the
needs of our Company or of the American public.

The Board of

Direct

on recommends a Vote "against" Proposal

4.

Ford takes the issue of global waring very seriously and our actions show that we are
investing heavily in innovative technologies and in improving existing technologies in
order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. We introduced the Escape Hybrid and the
Mercury Marner Hybrid, mainstream SUV s with full hybrid-elecric powertains. They
are among the cleanest and most fuel-effcient SUVs in the
world and the 2004 Focus
PZEV scored a pedec "10" in EP A's Green Vehicle Guide. Ford ha committed to

increase its global hybrid production capacity ten-fold, to approximately 250,000 units
anually by 2010. More tha half of
the Ford, Lincoln and Mercury lineup will have
hybrid capabilty. We plan to introduce four
new vehicles in 2006 that can run largely on
ethanol, raising Ford's production of
Flexible Fuel Vehicles in 2006 to as many as
280,000 units. . We also recgnze the need for an integrated approach across our business

and are actively exploring both product and non-product actions to reduce our climate
the Chicao Climate Exchange,

impact. We are, for example, a founding member of

which provides a maket-based approach to achieving greenhouse gas emission
reductions. Moreover, in 2005, we initiated a pilot program that will offsetthe
hybrid vehicles.
greenhouse gases emitted in the manufactre of
The Company has sustained its commtment to engage in a proactive_relationship with

engage in a constructive
dialogue on the issue of greenhouse gas emissions and wil continuethis-engagement as
we continue to move beyond dialogue. The Company remains committed to reporting the
estimated greenhouse gas emissions from its operations and products, to review and
report on actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from its operations and products,
and to continue to work on new policy approaches that will encourage the development
of a market for technologies that lessen greenhouse gas emissions. We are working
closely with interested groups to find ways to meet our shared goal of responding to
climate change and reducing greenhouse gas
emissions proactively, affordably and in line
with the interests of all of our shareholders.
interested stakeholders who have shoWn a.wilingness to

2

The Board, however, does not believe the proposal is in your best interests. Because Ford
considers its environmental policies to be important to the Company's sustainabilty,
Ford has issued a report, "The Ford Report on the Business Impact of
Climate Chage, "
that addresses a broad range of environmental issues important to the Company,
including greenhouse gas emissions. In order for any such report to be beneficial, it must
be comprehensive, well-considered and instructive on the environmental issues facing the
Company. Any report of
this nature should not be unduly restrictive in scope. Global
warming is a complicated topic that is an interplay between policy, technology, business
needs and other considerations, of

which CAF stadards are only a par. The proposal's

to greenhouse gas emissions
would present an incomplete and potentially distorted pictre of the Company's total
strategic approach to environmental issues, thus depriving shareholders of a broad
understanding of
the Company's policies with regard to greenhouse gas emissions.
Because the proposal is too narowly focused, the Board does not believe the proposal is
in your best interests.
narow focus on one aspec of

The Board recommends a Vote

the Company's approach

"against" Proposal

3

4.

ATT. I
2005 Proxy Statement Proposal 6 - Executive
Compensation and Greenhouse Gas Reductions
PP: 49- 50 - 51

PROPOSAL 6
Global Exchange, 2017 Mission Street, San Francisco, California 941 10, owner of 4,251

shares of common stock and Dr. Russell Long, 3 i 1 Californa, Suite 5 i 0, San Francisco,
Californa 94104, owner of 183 shaes of common stock, have informed the Company
that they plan to present the following proposal at the meeting:

2005 Shareholder Proposal Linking Ford Motor Company Executive Compensation
and Peñormance on Grenhouse Gas Reductions
regulations to improve

Whereas: We believe that the global trend towards adoption of

fuel effciency and curb greenhouse gas emissions from automobiles will be one of the
key drivers determning competitiveness in the automobile industry over the next few
decades.
As an indicator of growing pressure in this area, a significant percentage of global vehicle
sales in 2002..occurred in countries that have ratified the Kyoto Protocol. The Europea
Union and Japan are phasing in limits on automotive emissions of global-waring gases.

China, with the world's fastest-growing auto market, ha approved new automobile fuel
effciency guidelines exceeing U.S. standards. Californa has adopted regulations to
curb global warng emissions from new passenger vehicles, and other states may soon
follow.

ineffcient passenger vehicles in the U.S., such as large
sport utility vehicles and pickups. According to U.S. EPA data (Fuel Economy Trends,
2004, Table M-8), Ford's average fleet fuel economy has been lower than any other
major automaer since 2000. The introduction of
the Ford Escape hybrid is not
expected to change this last place showing; it is expeced to accunt for less than one-half
percent of 2005 model year production.
Ford relies heavily on sales of

A 2004 report by the World Resources Institute and Sustainable Asset Management
("Changing Drivers") forecasted that limits on carbon emissions could significantly
affec automakers' earings and should be viewed as a material issue by investors. They
determned that Ford stands to lose more financially than most other automakers in

complying with climate regulations expected in the United States, Europe and Japan over
the next decade.

Adding momentum to the movement for more effcient vehicles, a growing number of oil
industry experts believe that rising global oil demand may soon permanently outstrp the

world's finite supply capabilties. In 1999 the CEO of Atlantic Richfeld, Michael
Bowlin, acknowledged this, saying, "We've embarked on the beginning of
the last days
of
the age of oiL." In 2004, as crude prices rose dramatically, OPEC President

1

Yusgiantoro informed the BBC that "there is no more supply," and that OPEC was
powerless to cool the market.
During the Arab Oil Embargo in 1 979, Ford shares san by 63 percent over 16 months,
and the company lost significant market shae to Japanese rivals with higher fuel mileage
averages.
We believe that an effcient method of

protecing shaeholder equity against future oil

price rises and increasing government regulation of greenhouse gas emissions is to tie
executive compensation to progress in reducing greenhouse gas emissions from Ford's
automotive products; therefore be it

Resolved that the shareholders request Ford's Board to direc its Compensation
Committee to institute an executive compensation review with a view to linkng a
significant portion of senior exective compensation to progress in reducing lifetime
product greenhouse gas emissions from the company's new passenger vehicles and that a
report on this review be made available to shareholders within six months following the
anual meeting.

The Board of

... .

Directon recommends a Vote "against" Proposal 6.

Ford takes the issue of global waring very seriously and our actions show that we are
investing heavily in advanced technologies and in improving existing technologies in
order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Last year we introduced the Escape Hybrid, a
mainstream SUV with a full hybrid-elecc powertain. It is the cleanest and most fuel
effcient SUV in the world and the 2004 Focus PZEV scored a pedec "10" in EPA's
Green Vehicle Guide. We also recogne the need for an integrated approach across our
business and are actively exploring both product and non-product actions to reduce our
the Chicago Climate

climate impact: we are, for example, a founding member of

Exchange, which provides a market-based approach to achieving greenhouse gas
emission reductions. The Company has sustained its commitment to engage in a
proactive relationship with interested stakeholders who have shown a wilingness to
engage in a constrctive dialogue on the issue of greenhouse gas emissions and wil
continue this engagement as we continue to move beyond dialogue.
The Company remains committed to reporting the estimated greenhouse gas emissions
from its operations and products, to review and report on actions to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions from its products, and to continue to work on new policy approaches that
wil encourage the development of a market for technologies that lessen greenhouse gas
emissions. Weare working closely with interested groups to find ways to mee our shared
goal of
responding to climate change and reducing greenhouse gas emissions proactively,
affordably and in line with the interests of all of our shareholders.
The Board does not believe that the proposal is in the best interests of the Company or
you. Ford compensates its executives based on a number of factors designed to motivate

2

management to plan for Ford's long-term success (see the Compensation Committee
Report on Exective Compensation on pp. 27-32). For instance, the pedormance
criteria for Pedormance Stock Rights awarded for the pedormance period 2004-2006 are:

total shareholder retus ofFord compared to the shareholder retus of all other
Standard & Poor's 500 companies, total cost pedormance, global market share, hightime-in-service customer satisfaction, and launch-time customer satisfaction (see
Compensation Commttee Report on Executive Compensation - Long-Term
Compensation - Stock Awards p. 30). These broad criteria can encompass more specific
objectives such as the criteria suggested by the proposal. Moreover, to the extent the
vehicle market moves toward products with reduced greenhouse gas emissions, the
pedormance criteria set forth are direcly impacted. Focusing a significant portion of
executive compensation on a narowly defined specific goal may adversely afec the

Company's long-term pedormance by over-emphasizing one aspect ofpedormance at

the expense of other pedormance factors.
The Company has made significant progress on developing a comprehensive approach to
the linked issues of climate and energy secuity, which will drive internal development,
evaluation and action programs. Inormation on this wil be shared publicly on an
ongoing basis. This work will reinforce Ford's commitment to take comprehensive - as
well as economically and environmentally sound ~ steps which wil lessen greenhouse

gas emissions through the lifecycle of our vehicle fleet. We believe this wil not only
address a critical societal concern but also wil protec and enhance shareholder value.
The current pedormce criteria by which exectives are compensated (i.e., total
shareholder rets, global market share, and customer satisfaction, among others)

encompass our shared goal of reducing greenhouse gases from the Company's products
responsibly and economically without adversely afecting Ford's long-term pedormance

objecives. Consequently, the Board does not believe that the proposal is in your or
Ford's best
interests.
6.

The Board ofDireclors recommends a Vote "against" Proposal

3

ATT. J

2005 Proxy Statement Supplemental on Climate Change
PP: 53-4
Supplemental Information:

Shareholder Resolution on Climate Change:
In addition to the shaeholder proposals you are being asked to vote on above, we also
received a proposal from several members of the Intedaith Center on Corporate
Responsibilty and a wide range of other investor groups relating to greenhouse gas
emissions.
The resolution contained in the proposal asked the Company to issue a report on: (i) how
the Company wil ensue competitive positioning based on emerging near- and long-ter
greenhouse gas regulatory scenaros at the state, regional, national and international
levels; (ii) how the Company plans to comply with Californa's greenhouse gas
standards; and (ii) how the Company can significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions
from its national fleet of
vehicles (using a 2004 baseline) by 2014 and 2024, and report to
shareholders (at reasonable cost and omitting proprietar information) by September 1,
2005.
Because: (i) climate change is a serious environmental issue and shaeholders are

increasingly asking about the risks as well as the opportnities associated with it; (ii)
shareholder value and environmental responsibilty go hand-in hand; and (ii) plannng
carefully and exercising leadership now on this important issue will strengthen our
business over the long-term; Ford has commtted to publish by the end of2005 a
comprehensive report that will examine the business implications of reducing greenhouse
gas emissions from operations and products, with special reference to governent
policies and regulations. Based on this commitment, the shareholder proponents have
agreed with the Company to withdraw the proposal.

Ford began publicly sharng its perspecive on climate chage in 2000 with publication of
its first Corprate Citizenship Report. The Corprate Citizenship Report, which details

the Company's social and environmental pedormance, has been cited by external

organations for its candor in addressing business opportties and challenges. The
likewise reflect an open dialogue about
greenhouse gas emissions and global waring.
proposed report on climate change wil

The report will address a range of possible economic, policy and reglatory
developments and their potential effect on the business of manufacturing and sellng cars
and light trcks. The focus will be on the core market of
North America but wil address
the global market trends. The timeframe for the report analysis wil be the five to ten year
horizon, with commentar offered on the 10-20 year horion.
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The report will address, among other things, regulatory actions at the state and regional
level that limit greenhouse gas emissions from motor vehicles; the impact of increases in
gasoline prices in the U.S. and manufactring and/or consumer based tax policies being
considered in some states that provide incentives for purchase of
high mileage cars or the
development of fuel effcient technologies.

The report will examine realistic strategies (technology and other business models) to
the Company.

limit risks and ensure the long-term success of

We wil develop the climate change report in consultation with outside experts and
shareholder representatives, principally Sr. Patncia Daly and other members of
the
Intedaith Center on Corporate Responsibilty and Ceres. Ceres is- a coalition of investors
and environmental groups, and the convener of the Investor Netork on Climate Risk.
The report will be developed under the direcion of a cross-functional vice-presidential
task force that has been working on strategies for addressing climate chage since 2003.

Direcors will

The Environmental and Public Policy Committee ofFord's Board of
approve the scope of

the report, will review and approve the completed

report and wil

review the report with the full Board.
We look forward to continuing the productive dialogue with the IntedaithCenter on

Corprate Responsibilty and Ceres on the issue of greenhouse gas emissions. We hope
that shareholders wil find the climate change report to be comprehensive, informative
and timely. We believe that the report is an example ofFord's commitment to anticipate
the expecations of our investors and our customers for products, servces and practices
that deliver environmental and social as well as financial returns.

2
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ATT. K

2005 Proxy Statement Proposal 4 on CAFE Lobbying Efforts
PP 46-7-8

PROPOSAL 4:

Report on CAFE Lobbying Efforts
Green Centu Capital Management, Inc. 29 Temple Place, Suite 200, Boston,

Massachusetts 021 1 1, owner of more than $2,000 worth of common stock and Barlett
Naylor, 1255 N. Buchanan, Arlington, Virginia 22205, owner of300 shares of common
stock, have informed the Company that they plan to present the following proposa at the
meeting:

Report on Lobbying Effort and Expenditures Related to Federal Fuel Economy
Standard
WHREAS: Ford's lobbying efforts help to prevent an increase in federal Corporate
Average Fuel Economy (CAF) standards. These efforts stand in stark contrast to CEO
Bil Ford, Jr.'s atempts to present Ford as an environmentally responsible company, and
therefore are potentially damaging to the company and may diminish consumer
confidence.
WHREAS: Ford's U.S. fleet has had the lowest fuel economy among the top seven
automakers, for five years runnng, according to the EP A. Ford's poor fuel economy has
exacerbated global warming pollution levels and risked ha to the company's reputation

as a responsible corporate citizen.

its SUY fleet by 25
percent by 2005 but recanted in 2003, and further lobbied the National Highway Trafc
and Safety Administration advocating for outdated vehicle classifications and exemptions
that result in lower overall fuel economy.
RESOLVED: that the shareholders request that the Board of
Directors prepare a report
for shareholders, at reasonable cost and omitting proprietar information, on all ofFord's
lobbying efforts and financial expenditures, the result of
which would indireciy or
directly prevent an increase in federal CAF standards. The report should also present the
business case for spending shaeholder funds to block CAF improvements in light of
Ford's new policy of
increasing fuel economy by 80 percent in the long term.
WHREAS: In 2000, Ford pledged to increase the fuel economy of

Supporting Statement
Consumers are paying high prices at the gasoline pump because of record-breakng
gasoline prices and poor miles per gallon vehicles.

Presumably to overcome Ford's last place raning in fuel economy and recover consumer
trust, Ford has made commitments to "green" its vehicles. Yet, Ford continues to spend
millons of dollars to lobby Congress and the Bush Administration contributing to the
prevention of the true solutions consumers seek while potentially compromising
consumer confdence and damaging Ford's reputation.

1

Ford's monetar contributions and actions are perpetuating Ford's carbon burden. Ford's
vehicles release more carbon dioxide than the entire countr of
Mexico. In 2003, Ford
spent $5,250,000 to lobby Congress and the Bush administration on a range of consumer
and environmental issues, including fuel economy.
A recnt World Resources Institute report noted that Ford is poorly positioned to respond
to likely carbon restraints in both interntional and North American markets compared to
its main competitors due to the company's failure to aggressively pursue fuel economy
technology. Ford is not prepared for the future caron constraints. This futue exposure
may compound

Ford's curent loss of

market share. Dung the first nine months of2004,

Ford's market shae in the United States declined to 18.4 percent form 19.5 percent - a
level not seen since the 1930's.

Undermining federal efforts to protec consumers from global warng pollution may
destroy consumer confdence in Ford's vehicles and the competitive positioning ofFord's
vehicles within U.S. makets and exports to climate conscious economies.
The report requested by this resolution wil allow shareholders to determne if
Ford's
current lobbying efforts areconsistent with the company's strategies, as well as whether
such strategies are in the shareholders' best interests.

The Board of

Directors recommends a Vote "against" Proposal

4.

Ford takes the issue of global warming very seriously and our actions show that we are
investing heavily in advanced technologies and in improving existing technologies in
order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Last year we introduce the Escape Hybrid, a
mainstream SUV wltli a fullhybrid-elecric powertain. It is the cleanest and most fuel
effcient SUV in the world and the 2004 Focus PZEV scored a pedec "10" in EPA's
Green Vehicle Guide. We also recogne the need for an integrated approach across our
business and are actively exploring both product and non-product actions to reduce our
the Chicago Climate

climate impact: we are, for example, a founding member of

Exchange, which provides a market-based approach to achieving greenhouse gas
emission reductions. The Company has sustained its commitment to engage in a
proactiye relationship with interested stakeholders who have shown a wilíngness to
engage-in a constructive dialogue on the issue of greenhouse gas emissions and wil
continue this engagement as we continue to move beyond dialogue.
The Company remains committed to reporting the estimated greenhouse gas emissions
from its operations and products, to review and report on actions to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions from its products, and to continue to work on new policy approaches that
wil encourage the development of a market for technologies that lessen greenhouse gas
emissions. Weare working closely with interested groups to find ways to meet our shared
goal of responding to climate chage and reducing greenhouse gas emissions proactively,
affordably and in line with the interests of all of our shareholders.
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The Board, however, does not believe the proposal is in your best interests. Because Ford
considers its environmental policies to be important to the Company's sustainabilty,
Ford will issue a report that will address a broad range of environmental issues important
to the Company, including greenhouse gas emissions. In order for any such report to be
beneficial, it should be comprehensive, well considered and instructive on the
environmental issues facing the Company. Any report of
this nature should not be unduly
the Company's

restrictive in scope. The proposal's narow focus on one aspec of

approach to greenhouse gas emissions would present an incomplete pictre of the

Company's total strategic approach to environmental issues, thus depriving shareholders
of an understanding of the Company's policies with regard to greenhouse gas emissions.
Because the proposal is too narowly focused to be instructive to shaeholders, the Board
does not believe the proposal is in your best interests.

The Board recommends a Vote "against" Proposal4.
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ATT. L
2004 Proxy Statement Proposal 7

on Greenhouse Gas Emissions
PP 46 - 47

PROPOSAL 7
Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Several members of

the Intedaith Center on Corprate Responsibilty have informed the

Company that the following proposa wil be presented at the meeting by Sr. Patcia
Daly of

The Sisters ofSt. Dominic of

Caldwell, New Jersey 07860, owners of

174 shares

of common stock:

Reducing Auto Sector Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Ford Motor Company
Whereas:
all anual U.S. greenhouse gas

Passenger cas and light trucks accunt for one-fifth of

emissions linked to global climate change.

the model yea 2002, the Ford Motor Company passenger vehicle fleet bore the
second largest "carbon burden" of
auto
makers in absolute
terms. Additionally, the
As of

average vehicle sold by our company produces more caron tha the industry average.
Worldwide consensus that greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions nee to be redced

continues to grow, with many countries, the European Union, and some U.S. states
beginning to limit these carbon emissions, thereby requirng automaers to adopt

technologies that reduce GHG emissions from their products. New fuel-effciency
standards have recntly been approved in China, the fastest-growing passenger ca

market in the world, and are far more strngent than any U.S. standard. Failure by U.S.
vehicle manufactrers to adopt technologies to lower GHG emissions may therefore
undermine competitive positioning of

our products within U.S. makets and exports to

climate-conscious ecnomies.

A World Resources Institute report indicates that the abilty to reduce GHG emissions
future profitabilty. On the upside, concerns about

from vehicles may be indicative of

climate change may create substantial new opportties for proactive fis capable of

meeting demand for cleaner, more effcient technologies in the global marketplace.
Vehicles offered by competitors Honda and Toyota emit less cabon because they offer

better-than-average fuel economy. Moreover, these companies have been moving quickly
to introduce advanced technology vehicles to consumers. Toyota successfully introduced
hybrid vehicles three model years ago, and has already moved to the second generation of
hybrid technology. Toyota is now poised to sell more cars in the U.S. than Chevrolet and
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Ford combined (Associated Press 9/5/03) and has outsold Ford worldwide for the first
time in history (USA Today 11/11/03).
Ford is investing heavily in advanced technologies such as hybrids and hydrogen fuel
cells and is also planing to bring some advanced technologies and some improved
conventional technologies to market in selec products. However, Ford has not reported
to investors their expecations for reductions in Ford's overall carbon burden or their

abilty to meet near- and long-term emerging global competitive and regulatory scenaros.
We believethat commercialproduction of
these advanced technologies could invigorate
the supply chain and product sales for the domestic auto industry as it transforms from a
20th to 21st century technology base.

Resolved: that the Company report to shaeholders (at reanable cost and omitting

propriet information) by August 2004: (a) pedormance data from the years 1994

through 2003 and ten-year projecions of estimated total annual greenhouse gas emissions
from its products in operation; (b) how the company wil ensure competitive
positioning based on emerging near and long-term GHG regulatory scenaros at the state,
regional national and international
greenhouse gas emissions

levels; (c) how the Company can significantly redce
from its flee of

vehicle product (using a 2003 baseline) by

2013 and 2023:
The Board of

Directors recommends a Vote "against" Proposal

7.

Ford taes the issue of global waring very seriously and our acions, as acknowledged
in the proposal, show that we are investing heavily in advaRced technologies and in
improving existing technologies in order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Later this
year we wil introduce Escape Hybrid, a mainstrea SUV with a full hybrid elecric
powertain. It will. be the cleanest and most fuel-effcient SUV in the world and the 2004

Focus PZEV scored a pedec "10" in EPA's Green Vehicle Guide. We also recgnze
our business and are acively exploring both

the need for an integrated approach across

product and non-product actions to reuce our climate impac: we are, for exaple, a

founding member of the Chicago Climate Exchange, which provides a market-based
approach to achieving greenhouse gas emission reductons. The Company has sustained
its commitment to engage in a proacive dialogue with the. proponents and other
interested stakeholders on the issue of greenhouse gas emissions and will continue this
engagement in order to move beyond dialogue.
The Company remains committed to reporting the estimated greenhouse gas emissions
from its operations and products, to review and report on actions to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions from its products, and to continue to work on new policy approaches that
will encourage the development of a market for technologies that lessen greenhouse gas
emissions. We are workig closely with the shareholder proponents and other interest
groups to find ways to meet our shared goal of responding to climate change and
reducing greenhouse gas emissions proactively, affordably and in line with the interests
of our shareholders.
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While the Company supports the thrst of the resolution, however, there are certain
details with which the Company does not agree. Furthermore, the Company is already
deeply engaged on this issue and has received a series of inputs from varous external
stakeholders, including the proponents, as was agreed at last year's Shareholders
Meeting. The Company has made significant progress on developing a comprehensive
approach to the linked issues of climate and energy security which wil initially drive
internal development, evaluation and action programs. Inormation on this wil be shared
publicly as soon as is practicable; This work will reinorce Ford's commitment to take
comprehensive - as well as ecnomically and environmentally sound - steps which
will lessen greenhouse gas emissions through the lifecycle of our vehicle fleet. We
believe this will not only address a critical societal concern but will also protec and
enhance shareholder value. Under these circumstances, we do not believe that it is
appropnate to commit to the specific deadlines, timelines and reference points of the
proposal. We conclude, therefore, that the adoption of
the proposal is not.currently in the
best interests of
the Company or of
its shareholders.

The Board of Directors recommends a Vote" against" Proposal 7.
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ATT. M
2003 Proxy Supplemental Statement on Climate Change
PP 53-4 in the 2003 Proxy Statement
Supplemental

Information

Shareholder Resolution on Climate Change
In addition to the shareholder proposals you are being asked to vote on above, we also received
a proposal from The Sisters of St. Dominic of Caldwell, New Jersey, and other shareholders,
relating to greenhouse gas emissions. The shareholder proponents have summarized their
proposal as follows:

""Passenger vehicles accunt for one-fifh of all annual U.S. greenhouse gas emissions linked to
global climate change. America's heavy reliance on petroleum products to power vehicles also
affects national security, as today more than half of
the oil consumed in the U.S. is imported. Cars
and trucks are also the largest single sourc of air pollution in most urban areas. These major
problems can be addressed by making available emerging improvements to the conventional
internal combustion engine and vehicle designs, as well as adopting hybrid gasoline engine

technology. Automakers can build a fleet of vehicles that signifcantly boosts fuel economy over
the next 10-20 years without sacricing safety, comfort or utility for consumers. High greenhouse

gas intensity from Ford's prOducts undermines its abilit to export to climate-conscious
economies. Ford can take advantage of new opportunities in the global marketplace by moving
assertively to build and sell cleaner, more effcient vehicles. Ford is investng in advanced
technologies today. However, it has vigorously opposed recent federal efforts to require
increased fuel economy, placing Ford's Financial future - and thus shareholder value - at grave
risk. This risk is underscored by research that s~ows that companies with top-rated environmental
records in their industry are faring significantly better Financially than those with worse records."

The resolution contained in the proposal asked the Company to issue a report on (i) estimated
greenhouse gas emissions from our plants and products; (ii) ways for the Company to
significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions from our
vehicles by 2012 and 2020, and Oii) an
evaluation of new public policies to enable such emissions reductions.
The shareholder proponents have agreed with the Company to withdraw the proposal on the
basis of commitments the Company has given to continue the dialogue with the intent of working
towards a mutually agreeable response. The Company supported the principle of the resolution

but disagreed with certain statements made as part of the proposal. Clariing our respective
assumptions on these issues will require more dialogue.

In addition, as noted above, the proposal requests information on product plans to reduce

greenhouse gas emissions through 2012 and 2020. Uncertainties assciated with technology
development, fuel prices, consumer demand and other market variables make realistic and
credible projections over that time period virtually impossible. We intend to continue our dialogue
with the shareholder proponents and other interested parties to clarify and reach mutual
agreement on the expectations of this aspect of the proposal.

We have already engaged in cooperative dialogue with the shareholder proponents and other
stakeholders on the issue of climate change. We remain committed to reporting the estimated
total emissions of greenhouse gases from our operations and products; to review and report on
actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from our vehicles; and to continue to work on new

policy approaches that wil encourage the development of a market for technologies that lessen
greenhouse gas emissions. For example, in spite of diÇcult economic and business conditions,
Ford wil
launch the HEV Escape later this year and will continue to produce a sustainabilty
report that details our environmental perfonnance. We have undertaken to work closely with the
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shareholder proponents and other interest groups to find ways to meet our shared goal of
responding to climate change and reducing greenhouse gas emissions proactively, affordably
and in line with the interests of our shareholders.
The shareholder proponents have acknowledged Ford's commitment to move forward in
addressing climate change and reducing greenhouse gas emissions and they have stated their
commitment to further engagement with the Company. They have noted that the Company's
commitment includes working on publiC policies that advance the market for fuel effcient
vehicles, which they believe is particularty important dunng this time of senous financial
challenges before the Company.

The shareholder proponents have also expressed their appreciation to Ford for including in the
proxy statement a discussion of the proposal and the basis on which the shareholder proponents
agreed to its withdrawaL. The shareholder proponents have also expressed that they view this
transparency to shareholders as truly outstanding and something that should be modeled in other

companies.
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ATT. N
Don't Waste Corporate Funds on C02 Reduction
Whereas: Newly Correced Data from NASA shows that the warest yea in the last 129

years is 1934. No year since then has been warer.
Whereas: The Concentration of Atmospheric C02 has increased by approximately 33%
since 1880, or from 290 to 385 Pars Per Millon, with most of

that increase occurg

from 1934 to 2009.

Whereas: If the concentration of C02 in the atmosphere is the causative facor for Global
Climate Temperature Change, then the increase in C02 has caused Global Cooling.
Whereas: 1998 is the warest recnt yea. There have now been 11 yeas of global

cooling. The winter of 2007-8 set global records for cold temperatures and large amount
of snowfall. erasing the approximately 20 yeas of warng from circa 1980 to 1998. The

!PCC is now stating that the globe is coling.
Whereas: Over 90% of the Earh's ice is in Antarctca which is growing in both mass
and thickness. The Winter of2007-8 fully replenished the coastal ice bans that had been

recently reduced.

Whereas: Over $50 billon has been spent to docuent man-made global warng. The
latest !PCC report sad that the temperature might rise about ~ (0.5° C) of a degree this

century, about the same as last centu, and that sea levels might rise about 1 foot this
century, about the same as last century. Which is no rea problem.

Whereas: The science is not setled, it has never been seled. There is no "consensus" of
scientists, there has never been a "consensus". At OISM.ORG is a list of over 31,000
scientists (with over 9,000 Ph.D's) who state that global climate change is a natual, not

man-made, effec.

C02 and temperatues over the last 650,000 yea. an AI Gore
favorite, when properly examined, shows that the temperature goes up or down and 400
to 1000 yeas later. C02 goes up or down. C02 is a trailing indicator, and not a causative
factor for global temperatures.
Whereas: A char of

Wisconsin
Geographers as the most
frequently cited climatologist in the world: "Eighty percent of the heat radiated back from
the sudace is absorbed in the first 30 feet by water vapor... And how much is absorbed
Whereas: According to Reid Bryson, founding chairman of

Deparment of

the University of

Meteorology. called by the British Institute of

by carbon dioxide? Eight hundredths of one percent. It is one one-thousadth as

important as water vapor."
Whereas: Water Vapor, cloud formation and interactions with the Sun and its varous

cycles, and with the Sun' s solar wind and interaction with cosmic rays, are all valid
science that needs to be studied, since CO2 does not correlate as a causative factor.
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Therefore: Ford should not fund or undertake any energy savings projecs that are solely
concerned with C02 reduction, but that each project must meet Corporate Ret on

Investment guidelines and any C02 reduction would solely be a by-product of any
energy cost reductions.

F. P. Wilson 17NOV2009

Office ofthe Secretary
Peter J. Sherr, Jr.

One.Amerìcan Road

Roøm1134 WHQ
Dearborn, Michigan 48126

Secretary
313/323-2130
313/248-8713 (Fa~Ö

pshefry(êford.com

January 11, 2010

Sècurities and Exchange Couiiuissiön

Division of Corporation Finance
Offic~ Qfthe ChiefCöurisel
100 F Sti'cet, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 2054.9
Re: Omission ofSh:t..~h()ld.er ProposålSubmifted

by

Mr.

Fredrick I). Wilson

Ladies and Gentlemen:

pm'suanuo Rule 14a.8(j) promulgated under the Secin:ìties Exchange Act of 1984,
as amelld.cd(tlie "Act"), Ford IVlcitnr COtiipal1Y ("Ford" or the "Company") :respectfully
of the Division of Corporation
Fiiia.nce(the "Staff") of
the Secul'tJ.i;f:andIi~xçh~~nge CommissiCln (the "Commission") that it will not recominend
r.equests the cohêurl'ence ofthu staff'

;any onforCell1Cnt action to the Commission if the shm'clioldcl' pi'oposal doscribed below is

omitted from F'ordsproxy statement and for.m of pi'oxy fOT the Company's 2010 Annual
Meetinguf Shareholdcl's (the "Proxy M~lt(!i'ia1s"), Tho Couipany's .i\nnnal Meeting of
Shareholders is schøduled for May 13,2010.
Mr. F:fêdrick p, Wilson (the "Proponent") has

submitted fÖrindusIon in the 2010

ProxY IVlaterials a proposal andsupporting statement requestîiig that Ford "not fund or

undertake any energy savings projects that Me solelycol1cerned with (Xh reduction, but
that
each p:ioject must meet Corporate Return on hivestment guidelines and any eei:
energy cost reductions" (see Bxhibit 1; the
reductiol1\vöiildsolely be a by.product of any
"Proposal"). The Company proposes to omit theProposalfrOll1 its 2010 Proxy

Materials .fhr

the following re;:lson:
. The Proposal Ü; t~xdu.tlable ullù"ir Rule 14iH3(í)(3) because it is conträ(y to Rule Ha

9, which prohibits matel'iallyfalt;e or misleading statements in proxy 8oHcîtil1g

materials.
1'he Proposal Violates the Proxy Rules (Rule 14a~8(î)(3) and Rule 14(J~9)

Rule l:u.B(ì)(:3) permits an issuer to omit a sharoholderproposal frum its pl'xy
materiåls ifthe proposal is contrary totheCoHin1issíoilS proxy rules, ineluding Rule 14a.9,

or misleading stntemefitsin proxy ,soliciting materials. The Proposal
is susceptible to dîffci'Îng interpl'etatiol18 and likely-to confuse the Comp;:.my's shareholders,
and the Staffha$ consistently concurred that shareholder proposals iiay he excludi;d under
whÎch prohibits false
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Rule 14a.-8(i)(3) when thfJ eompany (le111onstl'ates "theNßolution contained i1' the proposal
is

80 í1îhetently vague or indefinite that iieîther the stockholders voting-aii the ptoposal, n():

the cömpäny in iinpleuicnting the proposal (:if adopted), would be able to deteri;nIne with

any reasonable certainty exactly \yhatä.ctionsøtinea;mres theproposaltuquires.h Stù!l
In Citigràup Inc. (Apl'il21, 20(9), t.he Staff

LegaL. BÜllëtin No. 148 (Sept. 15, 2(04).
ç.oncurred in

the omission of a proposal as inherently vague and indefinite

that l":iqucsted

a by-law to reqÜù'ê thE! compáhy to hä\iean independent lead
dil'ectormBeting the imlpl)euqfHice ¡;bmdarrls sethy the Council of 1 nst:¡tiition:: 1 TnvestOl'!'.

theboal'd. of díl'ecto-rs to adopt

In GénJJTCd Motors Corporation (Match 26, 2009), the Staff concurred in the omissiQn uf a
propos;::;s im:permissibly vague where the proponent requested the "eliminatiop of

2007), omission of a

all

Board of Directors." In Berkshire Btit!ww(J'y Inc. (March 2..

Íncentivesfôr thi:~GEOS and the

shareholder pl'oposal waspennitted where. t1ie proposal sought to

l'cstrictthe eOUlpL.my from investing .Iii securìtie.s of any fo;i:eìgp IXlrI)Ol'ation that engaged in

by PresidentialExecutiveOrde:rs. Additionally, in
Ford Motor Company (February 27, 200S), theSta.tl concm'red in me omission of a proposal
activities prohibited for U. S. companies

specific report Î1i the ul1huall'eport 011 efforts to

thatreqÜested the Board to include a
improve thefueleconmny of

the COlll.pany'sp1')duçts so that no F'o.rdvahiclewouh:lim:licate

thattherèwf!s a neéd fotally countryillthë\\ol'd to buy oilfrol1itheMiddle East. Ineach
of th1: above referenced proposals; the Staffdetei:mìned that the proposal at issue WaS sO
vagueandil1definite that shal'uholdets.couJdnot he expected tounaerstand what they \-yere
being flsked to consider. Liewísø, each ofthe r6spectivc companies would nöt know what
action to take. in oi'd~l' to ensure full compliance with the Proposal's requirements.
The .$taff has also permitted Qmíssion of ímpel'mÜ~sibly vague proposals beca.iise the

prüposals failed to define key toruia andwül'Elsubject to multiple interpretations. See Banh
oí Americ(i (Februal'y 25, 2008) (allO\ving the company to omit a proposal because it was
vague and indefinite clue to a lack of definition of

key tenns which were subject to multiple

interpretations 4nd which providE; insufficient guidance to allow the company to implement
thu tJ.JtÙposal) and Weudy's InternotionaJ Inc. (FebrmlT)' 24, 200G) (allowingthé company to
the proposal was
omit a proposal because it failed to define key terms and the intent of

vague aiidindefinite). See also, The Pi'()ctët & Gamble Compan,y (August !J, 20(7)
(concul'':ng' in exclusion of proposal that requested thät if the company sponsol'ùd a news.

program in Spanish, then half of that programnlllst incorporateangnglish .lesson); The
llutne Depot, Int, (Jaiüiary 29,20(7) (cundllTing ín exclusíon ofpropusal that required twu
as vague and indefinite); Bonk of America

nonÜnees fqr eachnewiueinher of board
Corporation
compensation

(Febl'uary 17,2006) (uOiicUll'ing in exúhision of apl'oposällimiting the
ofdirec.ors as vague and ambiguous); and
Wendy 'S Internotionol, Inc.

(February 24, 2()()G) (conculTíng in exchisíoii ofl'equest .rot board to issue interiinreports to

shi:H'eholdül'S that detailed the p1'grBssmade toward accelerating development of
control1üd-atmosph~:re kiling of

animals

as vague and indefinite).

squnrely
within the criteria for exclusion because, based on the
The Proposal falls
text of theresolutiön contained withiü the Proposal, shareholdcl'swil not be adequately
being asked to considElr.Likewise, the Company would not
informed as to what they are

know with i'easonable eei'tainty what specifc actions to cól1sidèr taking shöuld the Proposal
he adopted. . The Proposal requests that

Fonl not fund or undertake an.v energy savings

projects that are solely concerned with C02 reduction, hut that caeli project nmst meet
Corporate l'tetum on liivestmentguidelillès and any C02 reduction he solely a by-produd of
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energy cost reductions. The resolution raises munerous questions. One question is the
meaning of plm:ise "projects that arc solely cøncernedwith C02 reduction." For instance,
assin:l1(1 li'öird develops 1: Hew vehide and (luring the development it invests in COz

l'cd\Jction te~~hnology, (;,g., a mOl'Gfueltfficientcl1gine. Is the develQpmel1t oithe CO::
development of the vehicle the "pl'Öject" aiid the
reductiontechnölogy a "project" oris the
technology merely a part ofthepl'oject? lithe former, tha project would be

C02 reduction
prohibited

unless.

it .met corporate return. guidelines on its 0W11 merits. If the latter, it

be allowed. Another example \vmildhe a project to develop C02 reduction technology
that is not intended for one vehicle line but will be impleiiiented actoss several vehide
"projeçt" proscribed by the Proposal beci.iiise it is sölely
considered a
lines. Would this be
related tQ CO:! reduction or wouhlit be allo\ved becå\Jsc it isint€mdecl to he impleüiented in
would

considered "solely" related tuCOzreduction?
not
know with reasonable certainty the hreadthofthePmposal's reach.
"I'he Company must know with reascmahle certainty what actiollS\Votild be allowed and
what actions. would be prohibited by the PrqpQsal. BeCause of the inh¡:rel1t vagui;ness of the
resolution, neither shateholdersl1orthé Company can determine with l'ea.sonäble certainty
different vehicle lines and, therefore,

Shareholders must

what thePl'posalrequires.
An additional ambiguity is whether Ford may fund 11011~energy savings projects that
prohibition on

HrB solely concerned with C021'oductions. Under this interpretation, the

fumüng projects üril~' applios tu onea,'Y savings projects solely concerned with C02
reductions. Is .Ford free to fund "l1on-ennl"gy" savings Pi'ojects(c.g.,a program that reduces
(;02 but r'tHiuito.;: hddit.Ol'lll ilent'l"gy," frrm whatevèr SOU)'CÜ.. to tÌÒso) that are sölely

of whether or not siichprgjects meet Corporate
Return on rnvest1neiitguidelines'? This would seem to be an odd conchisÍon, yet a
reasonable readig of the Proposal
would seem to allow such an intel'pi-eÜltion. Reasonable
shareholders w.ould rightfully wondei:why they are being asked to prohibitonl):' energy
savings pro.jeets solely concerned with COz reductions and not aU pTOjectsconcerned with
C02 reductions? Shareholders woiùd struggle to find a reasonable alternate interpretation,
concemed with.CO.:reduction regardless

Another am.biguHy is the meaning ofthe phra.se "aiidany C02 l'Nlnction would

solely be a hy-product öf any energy (\08t reductions." It is not clear how this phrase is to be
Ford should not fimd or

read in the context of the resolutíon. Thül'esol tltIon states that
undertake energy sttvingsprÖjcek"; solely

related to C02 reduction, yet the res(ilution then

any energy cost

imnletliately states that any C02l~edu('t.i9n must solely be a by-product of

i:eduùtions. Thiscoulcl be intøl'lJl'etBdkl mean that: (ì) if Ford undertook an m::wl'gyô\uvings
with C02 reductions; and (ii) such a project metthe Corporate
l)lôjeÖt solely concerned
a hyReturn Qn Investinent guidelines, but f(èf:mlted in C02 l'odw~titins that wf,'I"e not solely
any energy costrocluctions,we would have run afoul of
the PnJposal's str:icnires,
produd of

Such a result is nonsensical andsomew'hat circular, yet the resolution appears to require it.
..\gain, shareholders win struggle to find H reasonable alternate interpretatioh.

inhercntly vague and
i:inbiguou,S that it is susceptible to. differing interpretations andJikely toçaUSe cQnfusion
The abüvt. examples demonstrate that

the Proposal is

so

Hl1oIigshacehold.ers. likewise, the COmp¡:tiiycould not detetmine with reasonable
certainty .what course of action the

Proposal requires if it were adopted. The Proposal,

therefore, falls$qu~il"ely within Rule 14ii-8(í)(8), which permits an iSsiier to oirit a
sliareholdøt" proposal f.l'om its proxy rnaterials if the proposal is contrary to the
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Commission's proxy rules, including Riile 14a-9, \-yhich pi'ohibits false or misleading
statenients in proxy soliciting materials.

Conclusion
POl" the fhl'ego:Îng røÜBons, it is respectfully submitted that the Proposal may" be

exdudedfrôm Ford's 2010 Proxy lVIaterìals. Your confirmation that the Sti:ff wil not
recommend enfhrcement aetion itthø Proposal is oinitted. from the 201OPro:KyMaterials is
respectfully requestod.
the Compaiiy's

In accordance with Rule 14a-8(j), the Proponentisbeinginfürmed of

copy of this

intention to omit the Proposal from its 2010 Proxy ivlaterials by sending hiin a

letter and its exhibit.
If you have any questions, rCf,luil't1ful"ther information, or wish todiscuss.this
matter, pleäsecall ,Jerome Zaremba (31:3-:3B7.39W) Öl11Y office or me (313-323.2180).

/

I

v~"1z:1Z .
erry, Jt i

findosure
Exhibits
ce;Mi'. Fredrìek \Yilsou(via Federal Express)

(".

~,_.tl.
~t:;l

OfiC oi the Gener31Ccunsei

1"..

Ford Meter Company
QneAmerican Road

Phone: 31313373913

Fax: 3131248-1988

Room 1 Ò:37-A3 WHQ
Dearborn, Michigan 48126

E.Mail; jzaremb1(Çford,com

Novimibor 25,2009

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

Shareholder Pl'o))osal 2010 Aniiual Meetiug

Subject:
Dear Mr.

Wilson:

Ford MotorConipany ("Ford" or the "CorÙpány") hereby acknowledges receipt of your
letter dnted November 2B,2009, in which yon inform the Company that thepl':iposal
entÍtled "Don't
Waste Corporate Funds
on C02 Reduction" is the proposal you intend to he
submitted for inclusion in the Company's 2010 proxy materials (the "PtOposal"). Thank you

for withdr::wingthe other proposals s"tibmittedìn yotir letter of November 17, 2009.

Ph:~a$e note th(ltF'ordreserves the tight to file a :Nü-Action Letter with the SEe
should substantive gl'ounds exist for exclusion of the ProposaL. We will notify you in
accordance with SgC rules if \veme such
a .request.

Thank you lÙr your eontinued interest in the Company.
Very tntly yours,

.-~._-\ .'1-;;) r:L,

. ~

". J /,,) ,. ,. ,c./::::i ..v .'¿"w"",,,,;.;,:(ct..;;;;L,,..

""'.'''''r..~J¿#4.¿;:ZL1:::;f,:?~. c..."J,~.c.~~.~,.

Jerome.F. Zaremba

Counsel
ce: Peter J. Sherry,

Jr.

November

23 , 2009

Fredrickl). Wilson

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

Ford Motor Company
One American Road
Room 1035WHQ

Det¡rbom, Ml 48126
AITN: Jerome Zaremba

Counsel
Office of the General Counsel

, Your letter dated 18NOV2009
Meeting

. ShareholderProposa.l 2010 Arluua!

Dear Me Zaremba:

Thank letter rega:rding my multiple Stockholder
proposals,

pleased to that Mütor

and the relevant SEe pmposals, I am always

in its with stockhoh::ers., is always to to the letter

lowest common denoininator

letter is to thatl am two

two proposals 1 am withdrawing 4ire titled "Support replacing Gasoline by Methanol as

an on the

and Glohaland"Suppm1 replacing GasoHne
lam

This hrhigs the

.as

is litled;

total nf my Stockholder Submissions to one,

you to submh a Request with the
is dif'fenmt than 1 have
have any

Oppurttliity,

I am at

or

please contact me at

Waste

no longer

~
Offce of the Ger,imilCúulisel

Ford Mótor CQmpa.ny

Phone: 313í3373913
Ftix' 313!248-1S88

One American Road
Ro.oni1037-A3 WHQ

C..Mail: j::¡¡reinb1~ford.com

D&arborn, Michigan 45126

November 18-, 200n
FredTiekP. Wilson
*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

Subj eet:

Shareliolder Pr()posa12010 Ariipal :M-eeting'

Dear Mr. Wilson:

Ford Motor Company ("Ford" or the "CompanyH)hBte.by acknowledges tl1e
sharehoIaEirpl'oPQsøls GOntairted iI1YOHl' letter chÜed November 17, 2009, \vhich was

teceivedon November 18- You requestthat the three proposals relating to the Company
:4upPtn.ting va

rirJlls progl'H.lt18 to incTe.as2 t.be nse of llH?thnnol in its prod u cts and ee~¡se

funding projects related to C02 reductions (the "Proposals"), be included in the Company's
2010 proxy 1l1aterials. Thankyoufbr pxoviding proof of stoek ownership.
Please note that Securities and
endosed) provídus t.hat each shareholder may submit

Exehange Conimi.s¡:\io!1 ('SEG") Rale 14a.8(c) (copy
no 1110rn than one propü8~Ü to a

coinpany for a particular 8h~1reholders) meeting. .A8 your covel' letter indicates, you hav(;
subinittedthree SClPUl'Ut(; propos;:¡ls to the Compmiy. We requ.est thät you withdraw two of

the Propos:als within fourteen days of your receipt of this letter so that we do not have to
fier,i No.Action Heqiiest with the SFX: to h;;ive the Proposals exclude(L If .you do not
withdraw two oft-he PTi)pOsaJs within the H..day period. we wÜI fie
a No.Adion Reqiwst
\vith the SEe to have the Proposals excluded from the Company's j)rox:r tnilter.bls,
If .you ,vQuld like to the SI1C t'ule:,¡ rcgürding shm'el1()lder propo8i-)h: ql"

anything e18e relatíng toyuur COlTcspondence, pIccase contaët me at theLibove'rel(~reneed
niimb(~r. Thank you

for your continuod interest .in the Company.
'Very triily yours,
(

/'"

,Jerome F:-Ziiremha
Counsel
cc: Peter ,1. Sherry, Jr.

November 17,2009

P

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

f'ordMotor Company
One An:ierican Road

Room 1035 WHQ

Dearborn, MI4S126
ATTN: Jemmef'. Zaremba
Counsel
Office General Counsel

SUI1JECT: Stockholder PrøposàlHx the Board oÍDifcctors Consi¿kraÛün, a.'1d for
inclusion in the proxy stateinent the 2010 Stockholders Meeting ifthe does not

see flt to adopt it as is.

from
and the

The date
shares, valued today at about $3,9L9.
IS

statement

to

hold, o\vn,

possess

I do hope that the Board

fírst

words

2000 wordc'zJtmt.
fourth attaçhrnent,

"Support replacing Gasöline
V ehíc.!es'¡, is my second

adopts It is under 500

by Me;thanol

third Stockholder Proposal I do
Word

an
hope
2000won:lroi:mt.

1 hupe

an d

proposal.

'?

""

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me at your e.arliest
opportunity. provide me with an E-mail address, I canpiovidethis proposal

elecroí1kaUy.

Regards,

.C7//l.~
_.~dÆ~
1) fmm Oppenheimer, Inc regarding ownership
I 7N 0\'2009,

Ford Stock, dated

2) Letter af Intent to continuously hold stock, dated 17Nov2009,
Stockholder Proposal DOJl't W à.ste Corporate

4) Stockholder

Reduction

Gasoline by Methanol

fuel of

choke for American (jlabal V chides
Proposal: Support replacing Gasoline Methanol To Help De.
Attack on the USA

November 17,2009

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

i;ordMotor Company
One American Rooo
Room HUS WHQ

Deaborn, MI 48126
, Jerome F, Zan,:iuba

Counsel
Offceoftne General Counsel

Intent to Continuously Hold Stock ror the

)leIM"S,

Retention

Dear Mr. Zaremba

attached l~tter from Oppenheimer Inc.
stock listed, aU of it having been contJnuOLlSlY

one year, over years,
i

cQlltìnu(HJsly held the

in value,

which

actuality almüst three

r do

intend to continuously hold,

complete calendar years of20 10,2011,
1j

of shareholders in 0

through the date alii:rual xneeting

continuously this
comactme at your
earliest
,.

Regards.,

Oppenheimer &t:". .

OPPENHIM~

In._

2240EJSl Hil RlJaJ
Suire

A

Grand i\boc. MI.,iHJ9
800.57"2.695$
~\1\;Jii1wt tif All lriai:¡r.~t -f.xth;Ìl!gt~

Tuesday, November i 7, 2009

Fredrick P. \\/ilsol1
*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

Dear ML Wilson,

Ibis letter is to conllrr that you purchased 450

shares ofFord Common stock on

12/0lr2005 tör $3,650. You have continuoÜslyheld those shares here with us, rInd they
arø currently valued at $3919.00
If

you have any further request plense can (81 û) 694-2980.

l /. ;/ /

SincereJy,

. ~., '\ ¡;./
..../:/'/~
,.., 1/'
//4.0.
. /l"'z//:%.../Î
( ..... .~ ¿''' í
/

iVLichael R. Sobol

ExecuÜ've Director ... Investments

Br.:nchManager

Don't W~ste Corpor~teF'unds on C02 Redudimi
Whereas: Newly Data from NASA shows

in

last 129

y~ars is 1934, No yearsíucethcl1 has been Wltnìier.

Whereas: TheCol1ccntratÎon of Atmospheric C02 has increased 33%,
since 1880, or from 290 to 185 Parts Per

MiHion, with most of that increase occurring

from 1934 t-o 2009.
Whereas: If the çoncenrratiö:! of C02 in the atmosphere is the causaíÌve:ràçtor for Glohal

Climate Temperature Chmige, then the Îrix.:reuse in C02 has caused Global Cooling.
When:1a.s:1998 is the warmest recent , There have now
cooling The

been 11 years ofglobal

winter af20u7-8 set global records tòr cold temperatures and large n:mOUlit

of snovvfall, erasing the approximately 20 years of warming from 1980 to 1998.
ipee is now stati.ng thatthe globei:; coo¡¡I1g~

whereas: Over 90% ofthe Earth's ice is in Antarctica, which is growing in both mass
and thickness. The Winter of 2u07-8 tliUy :replenished the coastal ice banks that had been
recently red-treed.

Over $50 bimon has been spent 1:0 document rnan..riuìde global war:rning, The

rep01t that the temperature might about ~ (0. Sf) C) üf a degree ihis

sea levels about ¡ this

\Vhereas: science it has never been no
scientists, there has never been a "consensus" OISM,ORG is a Est of over .)
(with over 9,000 PhD's) who state thEt climate change is a
iuan-mfìde, effect

A over the last an

favorite, when properly examined, shows that the temperature

goes up ()Of down, and 400

to iOOO years later, C02 goes up down. C02 is H and a causative
fa(;tor for global temperaniæs.

Whereas: founding cHainnan of the of
Department ofM.eteofuk:igy, the Britishh:istiti..ie of

Geographers as íhelì10st

lìequentIy cited cHniiüologlst world: "Eighty pen:ent (lfthe heat from
the surface 15 abs01:bed in the first 30 feet hy water vapor. . And how im.lch absorhed

carbzni cl¡oiddc? hundredths of one one~thousandth as

inrportant M water

Sun and various

with cosmic are valid
as a causative factor.

2

Therefore: Ford s!io\.Üd

fund or undertake savings
each project must meet Corporate

concerned with C02
g.uidelines and

energy. Cust reduc:tÍtHlS,

F, P.WHson 1

any

would be a by-product

Support r~plat.ingGa§oUne b~i í\letharml
'r~) H-eii) IlewFuud anliJet;tro~.l\lagnfticlJulse AttllC.k on tbe USA
\Vhereas: ïmccessful EMF (Electro-l\1agl1eticPulse) attack on the USAwmild kill 9 out

Americans in the first year due to starvation, freezing to death, and
violence as hroke down.
of every 10

The Clarerflont

WheretiS: HerJtageFoi.udation, fOffier Speaker Newt
Frank Gaffney are aU

of Defense

Mike Huckabee,and fbnner

Foundation, former Governor

actively warning the TJSA ofthis mortal threat

Whereas: i\n EMF attack would destroy our electrÌ\.:al generation and tnm5mission
systems. There

would be electricity fur three or more years _.. tmtU the could he
be nocomml.miÎcatÌ(:lus, phones, cell TV, radio,

tntaUy rebuHL There

internet, Of computers.
computers wOt.ddbe fii~~d Only old cars,

the

bdbre electronic ignitions "vouId work, Airplanes would ÍÌ'H out of

and era-iSh. Th.ere wmi1d be riotrains or busse~L The only tnmsportatiol1 would be Ol1 foot

or hurseback
No
out

no food production,

work Grocery stores
No fuel

one bomb

years.
retaliation.

our
with a
without electricity and electronics,

m.iHion or so, new how to smvive

not

Whereas; Obama and his administrationvvî! nothing to

Inm becoming a

nuclear bomb possessing mltiort

Whereas

Iran, do the

will

his

U ' .job

IratI's
¡SUO

an

attack

2

the USA would be a civilzation kiler, throwing
our 30 million survivors back intÖ a new middle sömeone êIse conquered us,
\Vhereas: A .successflil EMP attack on

Whereas: Our oit mom~y (oil is a fungible commodity) Iranian nuclear
program, eVf.m if

we can't lega.Hy buy.

anything directly Inut Gl.meral Lute, Ass!. t(Ì

President Bush and former NationaLSecurtty Advìsorfor Iraq Afghanistan, spoke
how our

oil money is funding thesem..dear bomb and ICBM prognims,

Therefore: Ford

must promote repladng Gasoline with Methanol in all üfthc vehicles it

develops, imukets, andmanufåctures, similar to !how tmleaded fiie! was promoted starting

in 1975, and as its ofikial corporate :s'tance on energy independence for the USA.
P. Wllsmi 17NOV2fJ08

Support repiacingGasoline by IoletMnol
3sthe f~el of cboice for Ameriean and Global Vehicles
Whereas: The Honorable u.s. Representative, Sue M)"1'iGk.(R~NC), as the Chairwoman

Representatives Anti-Terrorism Caucus, has publicly
with me
Radical Islam and becoini.ng an
this
Gkibal War against
ti'einendous probability of losing.
U.S. House of

most of

the niembersofthe Caucus agree

Country, similar to Lebanon, or in pan, em or hefiìfe 2100.
Whereas: General Lute, iothe President and National Security Advisor for Imq and
insurgency,
Afghanistan, spoke recently ahout how our oil money was funding the

loreign fighters, i'nd al-Qaeda, in bøth cütmties, and that "our oil meant not only
Our oil money is
funding ai-Quds forct.~ ih:im Iran, which is supporting both the Shia and Smmi
Sï1udi Arabia, but also Kuwait, DunaJ, and the rest oftlie Sheikhdoms,

Jihádists in both comitries, as we-Has the lEDs, makers, and training that Inm
supplying tmo:ps.

Wheæas:Arabia, which married to the Wahhahi Sect, is teaching hatred of
Americans, d:emocracy, Christians, and Jews, denigration of women, ai:d armed Jihad

.material in American and centers, report is
have been spending over $4

build rriosql.es, Islarnic ceriters
are also teadiing in

Middle

Asia Söme j1imHy, some

and 5\)llle

and the

whereas:
that we need to
not tomorrow,

Myrick has stated
H.mding our demise as a country, a

WJiereas: liquid

It has been used iri 1980' s
cars ofxodElY to pn:rve its viabilty, It earn be made
and celhilosic are just a îbr ethanoL

the relevant

Therefore: Ford should promote replacing Gasoline with Methanol in aU of
component parts and vdiides it develops,
corporate stance on energy independence for the

F.F. Wilson 17NOV2008

markets, ~Hld immufa.ctures, and as its offcial

USA

